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Have you paid your dues??
Come early (6:30pm), eat, fellowship with
other members, learn your history!

Commander in Chief Givens on Twitter at CiC@CiCSCV
nd

Thursday, May 2 : 7:00 pm
La Madeleine Restaurant

3906 Lemmon Ave near Oak Lawn, Dallas, TX
*we meet in the private meeting room.
All meetings are open to the public and guests are welcome.

Commander’s Report

Compatriots,
It's hard to believe that May is already here! Coming off our great victory in
Palestine, it's important we keep the initiative. This month Belo Camp will do
just that. Our meeting will feature a Charles Heard presentation titled Rebels at
West Point. If you ever wanted to know how men like Robert E. Lee got their
start, this will be one you don't want to miss! The very next weekend, Belo Camp
will take to the road to Arlington for the annual Scottish festival. The weather
will be warm, the beer cold, and the women beautiful. We will also talk about
the SCV at the Texas Division booth. See this issue for more details...and come by
and see us!
Kevin Newsom
Commander
Belo Camp 49 Dallas
Texas SCV
214-422-1778
kevin.newsom@belocamp.org

Chaplain’s Corner
Our Source of Power!
We're all aware of the importance of power and know it comes in many forms. There's solar power, turbo power,
nuclear power, and of course gasoline, diesel, and electric power, and more. Power is what makes things run. Power
makes things go. And, as a rule, the more power something has, the faster it will run and the farther it will go.
People in positions of influence are said to have power. There is strength, or power, in numbers. Then there is
financial power. Most things take money to accomplish. And a lot of money can accomplish a lot of things. If we
want to reach our goals. If we want to get from where we are to where we want to be, we will need the power
necessary to get there.
This is not only true of you and me as individuals; it is also true of our Confederation. For the Sons of Confederate
Veterans to be successful in it's appointed mission, it needs some form of power. But, what form? We don't have the
power of numbers. We don't have a great deal of money. There aren't any people of power and influence joining our
ranks for fear of damaging their political careers. So, what do we do? Where do we look for our source of Power?
The answer, of course, is God. Anyone who could create a world out of nothing, sustain it by His word, and alter it at
His will has power beyond our wildest imagination. God is the most potent power in the universe and will always
accomplish what's intended. Jesus was the most powerful man to ever live because He subjugated Himself to the
Father's power. Everything He did, He did under God's direction and guidance. As a result, Jesus could say, "All
power is given unto me in heaven and earth." (Matt. 28:18)
Nothing in existence can compete with God's power. It can never be defeated. Therefore, if we, as individuals or as a
Confederation are sustained by God's power, we can never be defeated either. However, we must understand that
God's power can not be acquired by work or effort. It is a gift. And, there's only one way to receive it: through Christ.
We must trust Him, commit ourselves to Him, and receive Him as our Savior and Lord.

Then, and only then, God supplies the rest of what we need. He is the final key and our source for the
power to grow, strengthen, and overcome all obstacles to succeed, not only in our own lives, but also in
our just and most worthy Cause.

Bro. Len Patterson, Th.D
Chaplain, Army of Trans-Mississippi
Sons of Confederate Veterans

Funeral services were recently held at the Trout Creek Cemetery in Newton County, for compatriot Billy
Bob Pinner. Billy Bob passed March 16 at home in his sleep. Compatriot pinner was a long time
member of the Texas Division SCV. A former member of the Walter P. Lane Camp #1745, member of
the Josephus Summerville Irvine camp #2031, where he served as camp chaplain and Bdg X chaplain
and current member of the Joseph Andrew Jackson Sheffield Camp 2153. The SCV service was led by
Newton Camp Commander John Hillman, prayers were led by Kirbyville Camp Chaplain Buddy Beck,
Taps were played by Kirbyville Camp Commander George Haley The 3rd Nat'l Flag was lowered, folded
and delivered to Compatriot Billy Bob Pinner widow by Cmdr Haley. A 21 Musket salute was given by
SCV men from the, Kirbyville, Woodville and Newton Camps.
Billy Bob Pinner was a Korean Veteran, a devoted Christian, an upstanding member of his community
and a respected member of the Texas SCV. He flew the Confederate Battle Flag in front of his shop
every day. Cards of Condolence may be sent to his widow,

Rose Pinner, 182 Pvt Rd 8067, Call Texas 75933

“IN ALL MY PERPLEXITIES AND
DISTRESSES, THE BIBLE HAS NEVER
FAILED TO GIVE ME LIGHT AND
STRENGTH.”

-GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE

Belo Camp 49 Meetings:

May--Charles Heard. Topic: Rebels at West Point
June--Race and Culture in The South: The SCV Perspective. – A Camp
Discussion.
You're encouraged to get there early and enjoy supper with the camp!
Contact Kevin Newsom with any questions at 214-422-1778 or
kevin.newsom@belocamp.org

****** Upcoming events ******
May 4: Battle of Port Jefferson, Jefferson, TX. Details to follow.

May 3 through Sunday May 5: The Texas Scottish Festival is Friday May 3 through Sunday
May 5 at UT-Arlington. This is a tremendously FUN event. Kyle Sims will be manning a booth
and is requesting volunteers to help out. That help consists in enjoying the food and spirits
of Scotland while talking to passersby about the SCV. This event is VERY SCV-friendly. And
by far the easiest and most fun assignment a SCV man can hope for. See the link below for
more info on the festival, and contact Kyle at kylebs62@aol.com to see how you can best
enjoy this event.
http://www.texasscottishfestival.com/press.htm
May 11th: The Thomas Jewett Goree Camp and the Madison Rose Chapter of Madisonville will help a
family honor their Confederate ancestor just south and east of Madisonville in Burrows Cemetery on
Saturday, May 11th at 10:00 A.M. James McCan who served in several groups and last served in the 24th
Regiment of the Texas Cavalry will be honored. Please come help us by your attendance, Black Roses and
men in uniform are encouraged to help us.
June 1: Mollie Moore Davis UDC Annual Jefferson Davis Birthday Celebration.
1st Assembly of God Church, 5309 Rhodes Quarter Road, Tyler, TX. 11:00 AM

June 7-9, 2013 Texas Division SCV Convention Tanglewood Resort,
Pottsboro, Texas (http://www.tanglewoodresort.com/
July 24-27, 2013 National SCV Convention Vicksburg MS

The Belo Camp Program for April didn’t
skip a beat despite the sudden illness of
our scheduled speaker. Past Camp
Cmdr. Paul Hamilton stepped up to the
challenge with a very interesting and
revealing look at the motives behind
the commencement of the War through
reading of primary source documents.
Referring to documents from our
government and that of our enemy,
Paul was able to show that the yankee
government had no interest in peace,
while the Southern States wanted to
separate amicably. One thing about
original source documents: the yankee
historians cant rewrite those !

A.H. Belo Camp 49 is proud to welcome our
newest Compatriots John and Joel Davenport.

Cmdr. Kevin Newsom and Rev. Jerry Brown
represented A. H. Belo Camp 49 for the posting of the
colors at Dallas Greenwood Cemetery on April 20th.

The Palestine Herald, Palestine, Texas
April 13, 2013

Confederate Veterans Memorial
Plaza dedicated in Palestine
By CHERIL VERNON
Palestine Herald-Press
PALESTINE — The John H. Reagan Camp No. 2156 of the Sons of the Confederate Veterans officially opened its
Confederate Veterans Memorial Plaza Saturday following a parade and dedication ceremony at its location on
private property in downtown Palestine.
The plaza will serve as a permanent place of honor and remembrance for Confederate veterans from Anderson
County, the State of Texas and across the South.
With representation from the SCV’s regional, state and national organization, the local camp raised five flags for the
first time, including the Texas state flag surrounded by the first, second and third national flags of the Confederacy,
along with the Confederate battle flag.
Ironically, one of the flags raised during the ceremony Saturday was the same flag that raised a controversy in April
2011 in Palestine and prompted the local group to build a plaza.
The first national flag of the Confederacy flew over the Anderson County Courthouse for four days for
Confederate History Month in April 2011 after approval from the Anderson County Commissioners' Court.
“However, four days later we were forced to take it down. They told us it didn't belong on city or county property.
Many thanks for giving us a great idea,” John H. Reagan Camp No. 2156 SCV Commander Dan Dyer said during
the ceremony. “Apparently they thought that would be the last time they heard from the John H. Reagan Camp…
but that's not in our Southern DNA.”
The controversial flag that garnished state and national media attention in 2011, was locked away, according to
Dyer, and brought out Saturday for the ceremony.
Though the event was devoid of any protests, local law enforcement including the Palestine Police Department,
Anderson County Sheriff's Office and the Texas Department of Public Safety stood on vigil in case of an outbreak
of any form of violence.
Palestine Police Chief Robert Herbert described the event as “very peaceful.”
Watching the ceremony from a distance, Texas NAACP President Gary Bledsoe was one of a handful of people
who spoke out Saturday against the idea of opening a Confederate Veterans Memorial Plaza, especially on a site
some locals allege is the location of a former “hanging tree,” according to the black community's oral history.
However, some local historians dispute this, saying the tree on the plaza property is not old enough for this to be
true.

“We know there are many good people here in the Sons of the Confederate Veterans but in their national
organization some of the people in authority are listed by the Southern Law Center as having positions with hate
organizations. It's also regretful that they have chosen this particular site to put their plaza. It's truly provocative that
they chose this site where the black community believes is the site of a hanging tree,” Bledsoe said.
Palestine resident Versalean Logan said she has long heard of a “hanging tree.”
“It's a very painful part of my heritage and to be informed this lot where the plaza is located could have been the
place where many hateful things happened makes it a sad day in Palestine today,” Logan said.
Texas Democratic Party Vice Chair Tarsha Hardy also watched the ceremony.
“I believe this will have a domino affect as there is another dedication planned soon in Orange, Texas,” Hardy said.
“I think it gives them the opportunity to broadcast and share a message reflecting hate and to flat out disrespect
African American heritage and their suffrage by blatantly using a flag that is a symbol that is offensive to many. I
feel like they turned back the clock on the progress that had been made here.”
Daniel Davis Clayton, state chair of the Texas Coalition of the Black Texas Democrats agrees, not happy about the
location of the plaza in particular.
“What I see here today is a claim of heritage and a demonstration of hate,” Clayton said.
Officers and members of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, the United Daughters of the Confederacy, and the
Order of Confederate Rose from across Texas and other states were in attendance to dedicate the memorial plaza.
Others speaking or giving greetings during the John H. Reagan Camp No. 2156's dedication ceremony were:
Johnnie Holley, 1st Lt. Commander, Texas Division, SCV; Rudy Ray, 1st Lt. Commander, Reagan Camp; Charles
Lauret, ATM Councilman and Past Commander Louisiana Division, SVC; Cindy Bobbitt, State Director, Texas
Order of the Confederate Rose; Sam Allen, Friends of the Sons of Confederate Veterans; Gary Williams, historian
with the John H. Reagan Camp; Betty B. Petruska, president of the Texas Division of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy; Granvel Block, commander of the Texas Division of SCV; Todd Owen, commander, Army of TransMississippi, SCV.
Keynote speaker was Kelly Barrow, Lt. Commander-in-Chief National SVC.
Following the raising of the flags and the unveiling of the monument, Davis-Reagan UDC Chapter No. 2292
President Dollye Jeffus, gave the UDC tribute and the monument/plaza dedication. Members of the Emma
Samson Chapter No. 31 of the Order of The Rose placed roses at the foot of the monument.
A Texas Historical Marker also was dedicated, noting the contributions of Confederate veterans from Anderson
County.
The Lone Star Color Guard, Northeast Texas Brigade SCV and Honor Guard presented the military honors.
Reagan Camp former commander Ronnie Hatfield read a poem “Do You Know Me?”
John H. Reagan Camp members Rudy Ray (along with his wife Teri) and Doug Smith sang the Confederate song
“The Wearing of the Gray.”
The ceremony ended with the singing of “Dixie.”
Featured in the parade, which started at the Anderson County Courthouse and ended at the Confederate

Veterans Memorial Plaza were horses, cannons and reenactors in Confederate infantry, cavalry and artillery
uniforms. The parade also featured ladies in period attire, SCV “mechanized cavalry” on motorcycles and more.
Included in this memorial plaza will be memorial brick pavers engraved with the names of veterans along with their
rank and unit.
One may honor a Confederate veteran by having the name, rank, and unit of the soldier inscribed on a memorial
brick paver in the plaza. Forms are available at www.reaganscvcamp.org.
————
http://palestineherald.com/breakingnews/x437162991/Confederate-Veterans-Memorial-Plaza-Dedication-Photos/print
Read more in the Tuesday edition of the Palestine Herald-Press. View related photos online at www.facebook.com/palestineherald.com

Go

HERE to view more pictures from the

Confederate Veterans Memorial Plaza Dedication

June 7-9, 2013 Texas Division SCV Convention
Our Texas Division Reunion is just over a month away.
Please take a look at the great looking medal that you will
receive if you attend the reunion at Tanglewood Resort
(http://www.tanglewoodresort.com/ in Pottsboro, Texas.
For more information and forms go to
http://www.scvtexas.org/State_Convention_6YY5.html

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN WELL…
“When in the course of coming events the true history of a glorious South is written by men
free from prejudice, from malice and from hatred then will the heroes of the Lost Cause
stand out in bold relief and generations yet unborn will point with pride to the names
emblazoned on monuments erected to the soldier statesmen of the old South.”
This quote was written by Confederate Veteran J.D. Hogan in Atkins, Arkansas on October 20, 1908.
I’ve been having a hard time tonight working past my anger, after listening to Michael Givens’ interview on HuffPost
Live. The sarcasms displayed by the moderator and his nicely stacked deck of panelists make me think the time for
J.D. Hogan’s dream has not yet come.
Karl Marx said, "Take away the heritage of a people and they are easily persuaded." Teach your children well, people.
Their heritage is being taken away. They will not learn the truth in schools, TV or the movies. It is up to you….
Travis [><]

Support Sam Davis Youth Camps !!
Sign up your kids and grandkids for the 2013 camp today !

The Culture War on Confederate Heritage
Thursday, April 18th, 2013 | Posted by Steve Scroggins

Jeff Davis – Jim Dean – Steve Scroggins – Mike Crane – Georgia Capitol, 2004
The late J.A. “Jeff” Davis and I compiled this expose in August of 2009. Jeff was a brilliant man of
diverse talents and experience who is greatly missed. He always stood for the truth. Thus, we’ve always
had a problem with the Southern Poverty Law Center and their relentless and shameless lies. Truth has
long been a victim of the SPLC. Fortunately, more and more people are coming into contact with the
truth about the SPLC. – Steve Scroggins
_______________________________________

SPLC’s Reputation as Frauds & Con men Grows
- Commentary by J. A. Davis & Steve Scroggins August 21, 2009 -

“[Dees is] the Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker of the civil rights movement, though I don’t mean to malign Jim
and Tammy Faye.” — Millard Farmer, former associate of SPLC founder Morris Dees.
Editors Note: We are republishing this archive article in honor of Confederate Heritage Month and all
that Morris Dees and his gang tried to do to smear Confederate – American heritage, that did not work.
We are still here, bigger and better than ever, with a bigger readership to review once again the dirty
laundry on the SPLC. Never, have so many Americans owed so little, to so few people, that those at the
Poverty Palace…Jim W. Dean.

The last photo, at the last interview, of Jeff Davis. He died the next week, but the sparkle was still in his eyes.
For years now we at the Georgia Heritage Council have been publishing the ugly truth about
The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) and passing on the occasional informative
journalism published by others.
Our archives contain a number of articles illustrating SPLC’s track record of mercenary
character assassination, disinformation, greed, distortions, and outright falsehoods.
All the while SPLC encouraged, ignored or participated in intolerance against ‘approved’ targets.
A few in the major media have noted the SPLC’s hypocrisy, greed and shady doings, but
unfortunately the vast majority continue to devalue their own credibility by quoting the SPLC as if they
were a legitimate authority and not the perpetrators of fraudulent smears, scaremongering and
racketeering.
The worm seems to be turning now. More attention is slowly being focused on little known or
unpublicized facts about SPLC. Some of the most liberal oriented publications such as the Huffington
Post are now saying what we’ve been saying, in effect that the SPLC is not the watchdog of hate they

claim to be, but rather they are the distributors of distortions and smears to promote their shameless
fundraisers. (Our words, not theirs.)
Recent Alarmism: Crying ‘Wolf’ again…

Mark Potok – Spinmeister at SPLC
SPLC publicist Mark Potok wrote in the July 2nd Huffington Post with their typical alarmist tone that
the SPLC had uncovered dozens of ‘radical plots and rampages’ — this story intended to promote
their latest report, 75 Cases.
Quick — Send money!! The SPLC issued another hysterical alert entitled The Second Wave: The
Return of the Militias August 12th.
In it the SPLC suggests huge increases in hate group activity, especially armed militias — most of
which they claim is instigated by opponents of illegal immigration and by the presence of a half-black
President in the White House— implying with little subtlety that the policy positions of the groups
“profiled” are based on racial hatred.
The report attempts to suggest that numerous groups (OK, ALL groups) opposed to the policies of the
Obama administration are some kind of front for domestic terrorists—- all driven by, you guessed it,
racism.
The SPLC pulls out all the stops on this one naming or associating just about every mainstream rightleaning group, including prominent citizens and commentators. Can you say, “Vast Right-Wing
Conspiracy“?
Critics have rightfully characterized SPLC’s over-reaching report as exaggerated and
misleading hogwash. Dan Amato’s scathing rebuttal entitled, Hate and Slander for Profit
Dissecting the Southern Poverty Law Center Report, dissects this ”Second Wave” report in detail.
________________________________
EXCLUSIVE: Sheriff Mack hits back at “right-wing extremism” & militia report – big3news.net 8/14/09

Lou Dobbs
CNN’s Lou Dobbs has been wise to the SPLC’s smear game for quite some time and he’s even
called them the “Southern Poverty Lie Center.”
Not surprisingly SPLC has been attacking him and calling on CNN to fire Dobbs for stating his
opinions on illegal immigration and its impact on America.
A number of writers and reporters have examined the SPLC complaints against Dobbs and found
them outrageously lame (Carol Swain) or at best, “overreacting” (Bill O’Reilly).
Blogger Mike Vanderboegh suggested that SPLC President J. Richard Cohen was a cockroach who
shouldn’t play around with Lou Dobb’s light switch: People Who Live in Grass Houses Shouldn’t
Throw Lawnmowers – 7/1/09 Update: Lou Dobbs eventually did leave CNN and now SPLC can
claim ownership and editorial control over all CNN content.
Following the SPLC’s “guilt by association” logic, if you happen to agree with Lou Dobbs on Illegal
Immigration — that it should be stopped — then you, too, are part of this surge of hatred and you
might even be a rightwing extemist who should be placed on the watchlist.
According to SPLC, you couldn’t possibly object simply because illegals are breaking
American laws or because illegals bring crime, healthcare, education and other problems— no
— you absolutely must be a racist.
SPLC’s Potok recently shotgunned Rush Limbaugh as a part of the dangerous rightwing racist surge.
Limbaugh fired back with more ferocity than is typical to personal smears he has received over the
years…giving SPLC exactly what they sought—publicity — the lifeblood of a fundraiser. Of course,
most SPLC donors don’t listen to Limbaugh, but they see the SPLC name in related ‘news’
stories…valiantly battling the voices of hate.
In our view, neither Dobbs nor Limbaugh have hit the core of the real modus operandi and
motivation at The Southern Poverty Law Center — but a number of journalists have. Let’s highlight a
few SPLC gems.

___________________________________
$PLC’s Top Priotity: Collections at the Church of Morris Dees

Most of the money stays at that Poverty palace
Money. It’s all about money and you’ll note a thread of greed woven into every action of the SPLC.
The first obvious point of note is the word “Poverty” does NOT belong in their name. In 1996 USA
Today characterized SPLC as “the nation’s richest civil rights organization” when at that time they
held a mere $68 million.
The independent charity watchdog group American Institute of Philanthropy, (
http://www.charitywatch.org/ ) gave SPLC a grade of ‘F’ because SPLC spends only 51 to 65% of its
income on program services, and because it continues to fundraise even though it is cash-rich with
$137 million (as of 2004) assets.
These assets are equal to six years’ worth of SPLC’s operational expenses, twice that recommended
as reasonable by AIP. (Source: Charity Rating Guide and Watchdog Report, Dec. 2004, Vol. 38)
SPLC’s own website [ www.splcenter.org/donate/financialinfo/financial.jsp ] reports the figure at $156 million as of 2008.
Just imagine what their fund would be worth were it not for the recent economic downturn. We
understand that it was over $200 million a few years ago. Additional sources:
Good News: SPLC loses $50 Million. Bad news: $PLC can afford it – Patrick Cleburne, VDARE.com – 4/08/09
The $PLC: Rolling in it – VDARE – 12/08/08
SPLC flunks BBB’s transparency test – BBB website

____________________________________
AIP, BBB and VDARE are certainly not the only people to question SPLC’s huge accumulation of
cash and the very small amount used to aid legitimate poverty and civil rights cases. An Atlanta
attorney (former associate of Dees) with SCHR characterizes SPLC founder Morris Dees as a
shameless self-promoter, “a con man and a fraud.”

Steven Bright – working the crowd
Ken Silverstein, in his article entitled “The Southern Poverty Business Model” published in Harper’s
Magazine Nov. 2007, quotes Atlanta attorney Stephen B. Bright from a letter Bright sent to the Dean
of the Law School at the University of Alabama.
In the letter, Bright expressed regrets and appreciation for the invitation to speak at a commencement
exercise in Tuscaloosa. Bright goes on to decline an invitation to attend a presentation of the Morris
Dees Justice Award and to explain his reasoning. Bright writes:

Steven Bright
I also received the law school’s invitation to the presentation of the “Morris Dees Justice Award,” which
you also mentioned in your letter as one of the “great things” happening at the law school.
I decline that invitation for another reason. Morris Dees is a con man and fraud, as I and others, such as
U.S. Circuit Judge Cecil Poole, have observed and as has been documented by John Egerton, Harper’s,
the Montgomery Advertiser in its “Charity of Riches” series, and others.

The positive contributions Dees has made to justice–most undertaken based upon calculations as to their
publicity and fund raising potential–are far overshadowed by what Harper’s described as his “flagrantly
misleading” solicitations for money. He has raised millions upon millions of dollars with various schemes,
never mentioning that he does not need the money because he has $175 million and two “poverty palace”
buildings in Montgomery.
He has taken advantage of naive, well-meaning people–some of moderate or low incomes– who believe his
pitches and give to his $175-million operation. He has spent most of what they have sent him to raise still
more millions, pay high salaries, and promote himself. Because he spends so much on fund raising, his
operation spends $30 million a year to accomplish less than what many other organizations accomplish
on shoestring budgets.
The award does not recognize the work of others by associating them with Dees; it promotes Dees by
associating him with the honorees. Both the law school and Skadden are diminished by being a part of
another Dees scam.
Update: Stephen Bright’s opinion of Morris Dees and SPLC has not improved as this blog post demonstrates.

Ken Silverstein – Investigative Journalist
Silverstein’s Nov. 2007 ‘Business Model’ item in Harper’s was a follow up to his scathing article in
Harper’s from November of 2000 entitled, “The Church of Morris Dees.”
The title of that 2000 article was no doubt inspired by a quote from Dees’ former associate who
described Dees as “the Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker of the civil rights movement though I
don’t mean to malign Jim and Tammy Faye.”
Continuing that metaphor, Silverstein writes, “the SPLC spends most of its time–and money–on a
relentless fund-raising campaign, peddling memberships in the church of tolerance with all the
zeal of a circuit rider passing the collection plate.“
For us, “the Elmer Gantry of Civil Rights” seems a fitting epitaph for Dees. Despite his vices, Dees
keeps dodging exposure and finding new dupes.

Silverstein wrote a brief piece entitled Southern Poverty: richer than Tonga in March 2007 describing
the SPLC as “richer than Tonga,” meaning that SPLC’s assets/income were greater than the GDP of
that island nation.
__________________________________
The Hate Industry rises from the ashes of ‘Civil Rights’

A happy Morris Dees No one is denying the early works of the SPLC in civil rights, but we can’t help but to question Dees’
motivations considering the remarks of his former associates and employees as quoted in
Silverstein’s work combined, of course, with his behavior over several decades.
We would be remiss if we didn’t note that the SPLC still attempts to hold on to its ‘civil rights’ bona
fides by listing the name of Julian Bond on their website, and touting that he was the first president of
SPLC.
Bond has gone on to serve as the NAACP’s attack dog. His reputation as a demagogue and hustler is
solid. His public appearances are carefully chosen to exclude critics, and some say he travels with
more security than the President, as part of his traveling theater show.
Update: As Richard Keefe points out in his excellent SPLC Media Guides, Morris Dees writes in his
autobiography “A Season for Justice” on page 132-33:
“Before we could ask for money, we had to establish credibility. We needed a prominent
figure whose presence would announce the Center’s values and promise. Julian Bond
seemed the perfect choice. … he agreed to serve as president of the Law Center, a largely
honorary position.”
Keefe goes on to show that in 1971 Bond lived in Atlanta, three hours away from Montgomery, long
before the Internet… and thus he had little to do with SPLC day-to-day operations…Bond was
essentially a “celebrity endorsement.”
Keefe uses the analogy of Michael Jordan endorsing Hanes underwear, though he has nothing to do
with running Hanes’ business. As Keefe points out in his Watching the Watchdogs blog, there are still
no minorities in high paid positions of authority at SPLC and none in its 42 year history. Hypocrisy
writ large. Back to Bond… [End Update]

In a 2006 speech at Arkansas’ Fayetteville State University, SPLC’s founding “president” (and
current board member) Julian Bond stated that the Republican Party’s “idea of equal rights is
the American flag and the Confederate swastika [sic] flying side by side.” He went on to
describe Republicans as “the Taliban wing of American politics.”
Bond later denied the ‘swastika’ remark but the Fayetteville Observer had his comments on tape. So
much for tolerance of the opposing party and Southerners in general. Make no mistake, millions of
people were offended by that outrageous remark. With leadership like this on the board, the SPLC’s
mission is secure.
Julian Bond’s Hate-filled Rhetoric – Lewis Regenstein
The Wall of Hate – X-Files parody
Welcome to the Uncivil War – Steve Scroggins

_____________________________________

The poor leadership problem in America did not escape the NAACP
One wonders why the NAACP struggles to avoid bankruptcy while the SPLC just gets richer and
richer. Could it be that the SPLC has a better salesman and has demonstrated more skills at avoiding
or squelching scandal after scandal?
After all, the NAACP has followed much of the same formula as SPLC in attacking Southern symbols
and heroes and to constantly invoke the bogie man of ‘hatred’ and ‘racism.’
It could be that other shakedown artists (Rainbow/PUSH, et al) are working the same orchard and
grabbing the low-hanging fruit before the NAACP gets there.
We suppose the NAACP’s fundraising appeals are just not as convincing….or perhaps, they don’t
have the “high quality” target-rich mailing list that SPLC does.
Morris Dees built the future of the SPLC by performing fund-raising activities for the Democratic party
in several elections including presidential races (McGovern, Carter, Ted Kennedy, Gary Hart…). His
reward was that he could keep and use the fund raising mail lists from those campaigns.

Those liberal do-gooder lists served as a marketing spring board for SPLC to send desperate
pleas and alarms about Klansmen or various other impotent or almost extinct hate groups that
were supposedly lurking in their very neighborhoods, poised to strike.
Source: [Egerton, John: "Poverty Palace: How the Southern Poverty Law Center Got Rich Fighting the Klan" --- The Progressive 52 (July 1988) pp.14-17 ]

He cleverly manipulated the media and law enforcement with the “Intelligence Reports” [sic]
publications that presented a very distorted interpretation of the race picture in America. For the most
part, the media bought and is still buying the claptrap the SPLC publishes.

Morris working the crowd
Most every daily newspaper in Georgia has published stories based on SPLC reports presenting
the SPLC as experts and their reports as “objective fact.”
Our own experience in discussing the SPLC releases with the local radio station monopoly
(Gainesville) is simply they are not interested in investigating the SPLC or any of the references cited
herein.
They attempted to change the subject by saying they investigated the ACLU’s anti-Christian activities
refusing to believe the SPLC initiated suits against the display of religious symbols in public which
they insist was done wholly by the ACLU.
It is an undisputed fact that the SPLC was a plaintiff in the federal suit to remove the Ten
Commandments from the rotunda of the State Judiciary building in Montgomery. You may recall the
controversy over Justice Roy Moore’s stand.
The SPLC has habitually defamed the Catholic Church and ‘the Christian right’ in general. Perhaps
the following quote suggests why the SPLC hates public displays of the Ten Commandments…
“The Southern Poverty Law Center tramples this holy Commandment into dust through its publication
of falsehoods, half truths, and odious rhetoric against those whom it wishes to demonize. This disdain for
the Eighth Commandment is a mortal sin that sends the soul to hell. It appears that those at the SPLC do
not believe in mortal sin, and think themselves above a Biblical injunction in force since the days of
Moses.” —John Vennari, from The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Hate-Mongers

Speaking of Gainesville, it’s especially interesting that SPLC chose to take a shot at GHC while it
was generally smearing most of North Georgia as a hotbed of racism and xenophobia. In SPLC’s
melodramatic hatchet-job entitled, The Battle of ‘Georgiafornia’, they were listing all the hate groups
that supposedly flourish in Hall County when they just happened to drop this little bomb:
“Gainesville is also home to the Georgia Heritage Coalition, which — when it’s not defending the
Confederate battle flag — spreads the word that ‘Immigration is out of control — and you are being lied
to.’”

The SPLC’s Heidi Beirich
Of course, we don’t ordinarily read SPLC’s pulp fiction, so we missed this Winter 2004 issue. But it
was republished by Creative Loafing in Atlanta in Feb. 2005 and that one did catch our attention.
Jeff Davis responded with a letter to Creative Loafing, which they published in part, along with
additional distortions and falsehoods from SPLC’s Heidi Beirich (in rebuttal), which were intended to
‘prove’ SPLC’s suggestion that GHC was an extremist, dangerous organization.
This episode taught us that SPLC does, in fact, notice our website and that our previous criticisms of
SPLC most likely earned us that little gig. GHC is not currently on the SPLC Hate Group list but we
expect this commentary (and the ones to follow) to get GHC listed again. These SPLC bullies are not
very tolerant of the truth or criticism in any form.
___________________________________
Political Connections, Fellow Travelers & the Endless Series of Hobgoblins
“The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to
safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.” –H.L. Mencken, from
In Defense of Women, 1918

Milking their hyped up list for all the cash they can get
Through their tight political association with Democratic administrations, the SPLC has been paid
to provide at taxpayers expense various forums on sensitivity, tolerance and multi-culturalism.
Several law enforcement agencies have been involved with them. Many law enforcement officials
openly support the SPLC and supply them with tips and information.
Sidebar: We are updating our research on the SPLC’s close association with and promotion of some
very colorful characters with long communist organization histories, including leadership positions.
Jim Dean will doing a whole series of background reports about the SPLC’s dirty dancing with these
folks and it will also include the mass media’s cooperation in hiding their backgrounds when they are
presented as ‘civil rights experts,’ a journalistic fraud on a major scale.
Aside from Morris Dees’ close association with and support of reputed communists, it’s not widely
known that Dees was reportedly arrested and removed from the Joan Little murder trial in North
Carolina in 1975 for suborning perjury.
The felony charge was later dropped but the presiding judge, Hamilton Hobgood, refused to
re-admit Dees to the case. The refusal was upheld on appeal after the U.S. Supreme Court
refused to hear Dees appeal. ( Burlington Times, July 30, 1975. The Progressive, July 1988.)
One might think this would give pause to law enforcement officers who continue to support
Dees.
Now it’s our turn to tell a scary story. The American KGB/Gestapo that could have been …it was
suggested in Egerton’s July 1988 piece in The Progressive that Dees had aspirations to be Attorney
General under Carter. Carter surrounded himself with a number of incompetents and losers—but it
could have been worse.
Here’s another one: The Progressive Government Institute nominated Dees as a candidate for
Secretary of Homeland Security. Clearly, Dees might have rejected the pay cut, but then just think of
all the spying, surveillance and smearing opportunities! As it turns out, Dees can manipulate the DHS

without having to be Secretary.
Source: [Egerton, John: "Poverty Palace: How the Southern Poverty Law Center Got Rich Fighting the Klan" --- The Progressive 52 (July 1988) pp.14-17 ]

___________________________________

Homeland Security is riddled with special interests. If the SPLC can get inside, anybody can.
Obviously, the SPLC benefits when the U.S. government lends its name to reports of “rightwing
extremism” and potential security threats (continuing the Endless Series of Hobgoblins!).
The influence of Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law Center in Democratic circles manifested
early in the Obama administration when out of the blue with no previous discussion, hearings or
public notice, the newly appointed head of Homeland Security, Janet Napolitano, announced a
complete package of suspicious persons/groups which should be noted by authorities. (Get your copy
of the DHS report on Rightwing Extremism here!)
In our view, this outrageous list of generalizations bears the broad brush stroke (fingerprints?) of the
SPLC in that it’s similar to the “ideological profiles” that the SPLC regularly issues to alarm potential
donors (marks) about extremists, racists, terrorists, troublemakers in order to keep the money flowing.
Included on the watch list were American military veterans, citizens who may have displayed signs or
bumper stickers against abortion, WBTS re-enactors, opponents of illegal immigration and open
borders, hunters, shooting enthusiasts and gun collectors, citizens against gay marriage, among
others.
Conservapedia.com calls this being “Politically Profiled.” We are reminded of Nixon’s
“enemies list” and Clinton’s abuse of the IRS to harrass political opponents…except in this
case, the unelected SPLC is lobbying Congress to harrass its ideological opponents and DHS
to publish scaremongering generalizations.
Rep. Pete Hoekstra of Michigan and others have expressed concern about DHS “intelligence” being
coopted and politicized — his letter to Sec. Napolitano used words like “sloppy,” “shoddy,”
“unsubstantiated,” “unprofessional” and “politicized.”

The DHS report is best described as a “sweeping indictment of conservatives” in that it suggests that
anyone with right-leaning beliefs is a potentially violent threat. This general DHS attack (4/7/09) was
followed in detail by SPLC’s more specific reports (July & Aug. 12th).
Compare the two reports. SPLC’s report takes generalizations, adds a few isolated incidents intended
to ‘prove’ generalizations, weaves in more emotional imagery and rhetoric, and presto!…they are
ready to scare the pockets loose on the cowering masses hunkered down in their condos. Sources:
Homeland Security Report Warns Of Rising Right-Wing Extremism – Huffington Post 4/14/09
DHS report on Rightwing Extremism
Southern Poverty Law Center Tries to Cash in on DHS Report – Matthew Vadum, spectator.org 4/16/09

The Obama Role in the DHS Assault on Freedom: When Did He Know, and Why Didn’t He Stop It? –
GetLiberty.org, 8/12/09
Rep. Hoekstra Asks the Director of National Intelligence to Investigate DHS Report – 4/16/09
Rep. Hoekstra’s letter to Janet Napolitano on DHS penetration by SPLC – 4/15/09
Watchdog group urges Congress to investigate racist extremists in the military – SouthernStudies.org 7/2009
SPCL letter to Congress on Extremists – SPLC
DHS Report on Rightwing Extremism – 2nd source
When DHS was pressed under FOIA to disclose the information’s origin, we learn that,
according to GetLiberty.org (Americans For Limited Government), “DHS functionaries simply
cruised the Internet (in tin-foil hats, no doubt) and relied entirely upon some of the most
disreputable sites on the web to stage its attack upon its ‘rightwing’ targets.”
Their key sources, it turns out, were WhatDoesItMean.com and the SPLC’s website. Various
media sites are in the list, but they are basically quoting SPLC distortions.
Source: Website links contained in DHS response letter to AFLG

Veterans are coming to get me! Help!

From our visit to the Whatdoesitmean.com website, we see that they report that the U.S.
government has been in direct contact with “known interdimensional entities” (aliens? spirits?)
through sophisticated radio waves (the so-called ‘Radio to God’ made of crystals). Wow!
Lying SPLC con men and loopy alien-conspiracy nuts are providing intel to our Homeland Security
officials and the Obama administration. Makes you all warm and fuzzy, doesn’t it? Oh my
Goodness…what if the aliens give the rightwing extremists advanced weapons?
Immediate public indignation prompted Secretary Napolitano to announce the list was being
reviewed. To date we have heard of no revisions, though they could have taken place.
It seems the public should know exactly what Homeland Security is advising our law enforcement
agencies to observe — even though the public might be even more alarmed if they really knew of the
Tinfoil Hat Brigade led by a huckster who claims there are Klansmen and Aryan skinheads lurking
behind every bush.
Napolitano Apologizes to Veterans Group for ‘Rightwing Extremism’ Report – FoxNews.com, 4/24/09
Napolitano defends report on right-wing extremist groups – CNN.com, 4/15/09
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) Has Become A Danger To America! – alipac.us 7/30/09
Missouri MIAC Documents Scandal Leads to Advisory on SPLC & ADL – alipac.us 3/26/09
SPLC Advises DHS at a Secret Meeting – X-Files parody

________________________________
Tolerance for Approved Hate

Welcome to our polling center
US Attorney General Eric Holder recently saw fit to dismiss charges against members of The New
Black Panthers Party who intimidated white voters at the polls in Philadelphia in November 2008.
Uniformed men with night sticks were “caught on video blocking access to the polls, and physically
threatening and verbally harassing voters.”
The SPLC lists the Black Panthers Party as a hate group, but there’s not a peep from SPLC about
those charges being dropped and that racially driven hate crimes are getting a free pass. Hmmm.

We wonder what volume of protest the SPLC would spew if the intimidators were white and the
victims were of color? We wonder how the federal government views law-abiding ‘rightwing’
Americans as threats, but has no problem with Black Panther thugs intimidating voters? Sources:
Charges Against ‘New Black Panthers’ Dropped by Obama Justice Dept. – FoxNews, 5/29/09
The Obama Regime’s Private Cheka — William Grigg. 8/13/09
Justice Dept. pressed to explain Panthers dropped charges – Washington Times, 8/7/09
The US Department of INJustice – Michele Malkin, 6/5/09

___________________________________
Exaggeration, Distortion and the Broad Brush Smear

A Neo-Hate Crime
Meanwhile, to inflate their list of ‘hate crimes,’ SPLC includes dozens of cases where teenagers
have been accused of ‘hate’ crimes for graffiti in school rest rooms.
The vast majority of so-called “hate crimes” that SPLC tracks are the ‘distribution of literature.’
We’re not making this up, folks! The silver haired ladies of the UDC (United Daughters of the
Confederacy) are advertising their bake sales and they put Confederate symbols on their flyers!
The gentlemen of the SCV ( Sons of Confederate Veterans ) are selling Confederate flag bumper
stickers at the county fair.
Quick! Put another pin on the Map of Hate! GHC published several reports by our Artic
Correspondent Greg Hanson on SPLC’s bogus reporting and exaggerating tactics in 2004:
Wither the SPLC? – Commentary by Greg Hanson
How Pathetic is the SPLC? – Commentary by Greg Hanson
How Pathetic is the SPLC? Part 2 – Commentary by Greg Hanson

“What makes the Southern Poverty Law Center particularly odious is its habit of taking legitimate
conservatives and jumbling them with genuine hate groups (the Klan, Aryan Nation, skinheads, etc.), to
make it appear that there’s a logical relationship between say opposing affirmative action and lynching,
or demands for an end to government services for illegal aliens and attacks on dark-skinned immigrants.

The late novelist/philosopher Ayn Rand called this ‘the broad-brush smear.’” –Don Feder, THE
SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER – NO ARTISTRY IN ITS SMEARS, 11/28/07

Another hustler group
Commentator Don Feder, himself the subject of 2007 SPLC smears, notes that a favorite tactic of
the SPLC is the indirect smear where they often attribute their views to unnamed observers.
For example, “The Southern Poverty Law Center’s tactics are seen by many as devious and/or
reprehensible.” Feder adds that SPLC’s tactics “make the Anti-Defamation League and the ACLU
seem nuanced, objective and calm by comparison.”
As we have long noted, the groups SPLC classifes as ‘hate groups’ often stretches the limits of any
reasonable skeptic. View the lists and ‘hate maps’ on their website and judge for yourself.
VDARE.com? The American Border Patrol? FAIR? GHC? The SCV? The UDC? The League of the
South?
Anyone who defends the history of the southern soldier or the right of States to secede? Come on,
folks. VDARE.com viewed their listing as a badge of honor, and entitled it VDARE endorsed by
SPLC.
The online encyclopedia (AllExperts.com) lists the following for SPLC’s coining the disparaging label
“Neo-Confederate”:

The Southern Poverty Law Center is also the principal group reporting on the “neo-confederate”
movement, a movement [they say is] to reconstruct the image and reputation of the Confederacy, but [the
term is] frequently used to vilify any public figure or organization which ascribes to any positive view of
any aspect of the Confederacy.
A special report by the SPLC’s Mark Potok in their magazine, Intelligence Report, describes a number of
groups as “neo-confederate”. The SPLC has carried subsequent articles on the neo-confederate
movement. “Lincoln Reconstructed” published in 2003 in the Intelligence Report focuses on the
resurgent demonization of Abraham Lincoln in the South. The article quotes the chaplain of the SCV as
giving an invocation which recalled “the last real Christian civilization on Earth.”

The article further mentions that the LewRockwell.com website hosts a collection of anti-Lincoln articles,
which led Marcus Epstein of the von Mises Institute to compare the SPLC’s tactics to McCarthyism[19].
“Whitewashing the Confederacy” was an SPLC review that alleged that the movie Gods and Generals
presented a false, pro-confederate view of history. [20] Myles Kantor of FrontPage Magazine described
the review as a “web of falsehood.”[21]
We think Epstein’s use of “McCarthyism” to describe SPLC’s tactics has merit, in the sense that
SPLC’s broad brush smearing of so-called ‘neo-confederates’ are rightfully described as a ridiculous
“witch-hunt.” What about those dangerous unicorns?
“Despite the group’s [SPLC] assertion, there is not a proliferation of hate groups, just an ever expanding
definition of ‘hate’ the SPLC uses to include perfectly mainstream conservatives and opponents of illegal
immigration…” –Marcus Epstein, von Mises Institute, from The SPLC Feels Your Hate
Columnist John Leo reported in 2004, in a piece entitled “A Really Ugly Shade of Green,” about an
internal power struggle within the environmental group The Sierra Club. In a nutshell, one faction
brought in the SPLC to smear the other faction as ‘racists.’ There was a power struggle on Sierra’s
policy with regard to immigration and population (and its environmental impact).
The SPLC have a well-earned reputation as mercenary character assassins — but they even joined
the organization to help one faction smear the other and take control in the policy debate on
immigration. Steve Scroggins added his two cents to Leo’s comments back in his commentary
entitled Sierra Club leaders engage SPLC to attack dissidents as “Racists”.
__________________________________
More Tolerance for Approved Hate…AKA Hypocrisy

We pray the La Raza crew do not hook up with the Wahhabi head choppers in Syria

Lynn Stuter, in her expose entitled, SPLC Shows Its True Colors, notes that SPLC lists the group
American Border Patrol as an “anti-immigrant hate group” while they do NOT list The National
Council of La Raza, also based in Arizona, as a hate group. View their websites and judge for
yourself.
La Raza, literally translated to English is “the race.” Their slogan is “Por La Raza todo, Fuera de La
Raza nada” meaning “For the Race everything, outside the Race nothing.”
One chapter says on La Raza’s website that their mission is “empowerment of our gente and the
liberation of Aztlán.” Aztlan is the American southwest (of Aztec lore) which they claim still belongs to
Mexico.
La Raza receives tens of millions of U.S. taxpayer dollars to set up charter schools like the Aztlán
Academy of Tucson where they fly the Mexican flag, not the U.S. flag and teach students “Aztec
Math.”
It’s notable that U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sotomayer and former Attorney General Gonzalez are
members of La Raza.
(Note: If any of our readers have ever seen a mass media story where La Raza is translated to English ["the race"], please let us know about it.)

In 1994, La Raza gave their “Chicano Hero” Award to Jose Angel Guitierrez who has uttered
such remarks as, “We have got to eliminate the Gringo…” and “our devil has pale skin and
blue eyes” and “We have an aging white America. They are not making babies. They are
dying. The explosion is in our population. I love it. They are shitting in their pants with fear. I
love it.”
What a role model to hold up for emulation! Stuter lists other hispanic racist groups (e.g.
MALDEF, MeCha) that get a free pass from SPLC and the media.
Sources:
Statements by Jose Angel Gutierrez, San Antonio Evening News, 4/11/1969 – uta.edu
Hispanic Hate Groups and Hate Quotes – American Border Patrol
Who Is Jose Angel Gutierrez–And What Does He Want? – Allan Wall, VDARE, 6/2/04

La Raza can be openly racist and arguably ‘self-described’ as racists and yet get a free pass from
SPLC (and the mass media) while the American Border Patrol opposes only illegal immigration and
they get the racist-smear treatment from SPLC.
It seems that the SPLC is very selective of what type of hate they oppose. Glenn Spencer, the
founder of The American Patrol, competently defends himself against SPLC smears on their website.
Who speaks the truth? SPLC hypocrites? Or Glenn Spencer?
Update: Jerry Kammer of the Center for Immigration Studies published an excellent analysis (March
2010) of the SPLC entitled, ”Immigration and the SPLC: How the Southern Poverty Law Center Invented
a Smear, Served La Raza, Manipulated the Press, and Duped its Donors“… it is worthy read. PDF version
_________________________________
Political Smear Trends
Of course, the recent spate of alarmist subterfuge (July-August 2009) from the SPLC and their
pervasive racism smears are not really a surprise or anything novel in that they reflect a political
discourse trend across the country.

Despite the rather obvious truth that many millions of whites voted for Obama, the liberal left has
shifted its mantra from “Dissent is patriotism” (Bush era) to “Dissent is racism” (since Jan. 2009).
This ridiculous assertion has grown tiresome already and Obama has been president only seven
months.
As columnist John Hawkins points out, people are already rolling their eyes, but these
incessant shrill claims of racism are doing a disservice to any true claims of racism in the
future. Hawkins’ column echoes many of the ideas we expressed in our commentary entitled,
Race Hustlers in Damage Control Mode.
And just think, we have over three more years to endure Obama and his legion of brown shirts
incessantly screaming “racist!” SPLC will have to rise to new heights of hyperbole in order to be heard
and stand out amidst the din of shrieks.
SPLC’s “Charitable” Poverty Palace
Of course, for any highlight reel we must include the fine “Charity of Riches” series that originated in
Montgomery, AL, the hometown of the SPLC. The AllExpert.com encyclopedia summarizes the
Montgomery Advertiser series on SPLC as follows:

In 1994 The Montgomery Advertiser published an 9-part investigative series alleging financial
mismanagement, poor management practices, misleading fundraising, and institutionalized racism at the
SPLC.
The newspaper summarized its investigation as producing evidence of “a complex portrait of a wealthy
civil rights organization essentially controlled by one man: Morris Dees.” (Montgomery Advertiser, Feb.
13-14 1994)
Findings from the Advertiser investigation included the following:
12 of 13 African-American former employees of the SPLC who were contacted by the newspaper
reported experiencing or observing racial discrimination during their employment. Black former
employees were quoted stating that the Center was “like a plantation” run by white supervisors.
The SPLC’s legal department is composed primarily of whites and had only employed two African
American attorneys on staff over 23 years of operation (as of 1994).
From 1984 to 1994 the SPLC received almost $62 million in contributions but spent only $20.8 million on
its anti-poverty and anti-discrimination programs.
An SPLC fundraising letter that raised several million dollars for the organization claims the Center’s
legal team secured a $7 million victim’s settlement against the Ku Klux Klan for the lynching of Michael
McDonald, however McDonald’s mother and heir Beulah Mae received only $51,874.70 from the
settlement.

The Poverty Palace
A “random sampling of donors” to the SPLC, defined as “people who receive a steady stream of fundraising letters and newsletters,” indicated “they had no idea the Law Center was so wealthy” when
interviewed.
The Advertiser also interviewed several former SPLC affiliates who alleged financial improprieties on
the part of the Center.
Pamela Summers, formerly a legal fellow with the Center, told the newspaper that the Center’s legal
department operates “as though the sole, overriding goal is to make money.”
Summers accused Dees of avoiding “go(ing) to court” on discrimination cases and instead relying upon
financial contributions to obtain money.
The Center threatened legal action against the newspaper during the publication of the series, and
lobbied against its consideration for journalism awards. Nonetheless, the investigative series was a finalist
for a 1995 Pulitzer Prize.

From Dynamite to the great prize – Mr. Pulitzer
Update: In a later interview, the editor who worked with Jaffe and Morse on the “Charity of Riches”
series at the Mongomery Advertiser, Jim Tharpe (he was then at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution)
said that Morris Dees actively lobbied the Pulitzer committee not to consider the Advertiser’s series.
Though the series was certainly worthy of consideration for a Putlitzer, the most unfortunate fact was
the timing and technology.

In 1994, the Advertiser did not publish its content on the world wide web and being smaller
newspaper, was not widely read outside Alabama. Only selective parts have been published outside
of library archives. Work is underway to re-publish the series under Fair Use law on the Internet, for
research and education purposes only.
Are you detecting a pattern emerging? We think the above sketch, together with the sources and links
herein cited, gives the reader an idea of the character of Morris Dees and his creature, the Southern
Poverty Law Center.
We are indebted to the few courageous journalists who have written the truth, and to the legion of
SPLC smear victims who have documented their cases and shared with others. We hope this small
collection will help warn potential donors to direct their hard-earned money to worthy charities.
We hope it convinces journalists and news/opinion outlets of all stripes to look deeper and to question
any ‘information’ purveyed to them by the SPLC. Regardless of whether one agrees with the beliefs
and ideology of the victim, we should never condone distortions and innuendo as a means of
character assassination for any purpose, let alone for profit.
“It behooves every man who values liberty of conscience for himself, to resist invasions of it in the case of
others; or their case may, by change of circumstances, become his own.” –Thomas Jefferson, letter to
Benjamin Rush, 1803
“We are bound, you, I, and every one to make common cause, even with error itself, to maintain the
common right of freedom of conscience.” –Thomas Jefferson, letter to Edward Dowse, 1803
“When you get right down to it, all the SPLC does is call people names. It’s specialized a highly
developed and ritualized form of defamation…They accuse others of this but utilize their enormous
resources to practice it on a mass scale themselves. ” —Laird Wilcox, An Expert on Fringe Political
Movements Reflects on the SPLC’s Political Agenda – An Exclusive Interview with Author and Researcher.
We have a lot more dots to connect and we know there is much more to be revealed; we’ll publish
additional connections in the near future and more over time. If you have sources, published reports
and dots to connect that are not listed above, please send us the details. More to come…
Editing: Jim W. Dean
____________________________________
Author’s Note: We would be remiss in not mentioning the excellent work of Richard Keefe, the publisher
of a blog that focuses on the Southern Poverty Law Center and their propaganda tactics. It is entitled,
Watching the Watchdogs. Keefe is fair minded and objective in his scathing critiques of the
SPLC. Hate Watch is a listing of links to stories and opinions on SPLC – we’ll be updating it soon. We
must also tip the hat a brilliant researcher and analyst, Laird Wilcox. —Steve Scroggins
_______________________
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Rebel flag isn't flying for official reasons
Posted Tuesday, Apr. 23, 2013

By BUD KENNEDY
bud@star-telegram.com
In Dublin, Texas, they're proud of hometown golfer Ben Hogan and home-bottled pure-sugar colas.
One businessman also proudly waves his Confederate battle flag.
In a month falsely promoted by Rebel loyalists as an official history observance, Dublin Citizen newspaper
Publisher Mac McKinnon is flying the flag of war at his office on U.S. 377.
McKinnon said he is flying it for a local heritage group's "Confederate Month."
In nearby Stephenville, Sons of Confederate Veterans camp commander Charles Leatherwood said he
appreciates McKinnon's support and doesn't care whether anyone else says the "month" is official.
" We believe it is," he said.
Every April, the Civil War lives again across Dublin, Stephenville, Comanche and De Leon, home of some of the
worst racial injustices in Texas history and also some of the fiercest Confederate sentiment.
In Comanche, the Confederate First National Flag -- the government flag with a blue field and red and white
stripes, not the more incendiary battle flag -- actually flies all month over the courthouse.
"We let the Confederates put it up there," Comanche County Judge James R. Arthur said.
"The governor said to do that."
Actually, nobody but the Confederates said to do that.
The myth of a "history month" began in 1999, when a state senator from the Houston area passed a ceremonial
resolution in the Texas Senate.
As the Senate does for birthdays or anniversaries, the resolution was passed without debate or vote as a polite
gesture to the sponsor, then-Sen. Mike Jackson of La Porte. His spokesman said he observed it by flying the
First National Flag, not the war flag.
Official celebrations require a vote of both houses. When Texas named pecan the "state pie" this year, it took
debate and a vote.
We now have a pie.
There is no Confederate Month.
That doesn't stop the flag-wavers from Leatherwood's Sons camp, based in De Leon, one of the last cities in
Texas and maybe America with a sign telling African-Americans not to "let the sun set on you."
"I know where you're going with this," he said by phone.
"You're not going to make this something racist."
I am not the one making anything up.
Bud Kennedy's column appears Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
817-390-7538
http://www.star-telegram.com/2013/04/23/4798457/rebel-flag-isnt-flying-for-official.html#storylink=cpy

Confederate flag license plates get struck down in Texas
Posted: Apr 17, 2013 8:28 PM CDT Updated: Apr 17, 2013 9:37 PM CDT

In 2011, the Sons of Confederate Veterans wanted to offer a specialty
license plate honoring their ancestors that featured the rebel flag.
But the Department of Motor Vehicles said "no thanks." So they sued them.
U.S. District Judge Sam Sparks ultimately ruled against the plates last week.
"Well we're certainly disappointed, We're certainly shocked. There are eight other states in the former
Confederate States of America that did have to sue the government to get to put the Sons of Confederate
Veterans specialty plates on their license plates and...every one of those eight states, the Sons of Confederate
Veterans prevailed," said Marshall Davis with the Texas Division of Sons of Confederate Veterans.
Davis says the reason the DMV denied their plate in the first place is because it might be seen as offensive.
Davis says the rebel flag was a soldier's flag and they condemn any misuse of it that makes it a symbol of
racism.
"We have African American members who are descendent of black Confederate soldiers in our organization who
are proud to be members and we are proud to have them. Our organization is all about the heritage and to
preserve the true history of the South," Davis said.
FOX 7 asked Austinites if they think not allowing the plates is a violation of the First Amendment...free speech.
"I don't really get bogged down in those types of questions because I don't think that you have a right to oppress
someone and I don't think that it oppresses you to have your ability to oppress other people taken away," said
Teri Adams.
"Yeah, yeah I do. I know it's a flag and it means certain things but if they're using it as a viewpoint of like...their
ancestors were in war, in this major, major war that changed America forever then you know...that's pretty
powerful," said Kevin Johnson.
On our Facebook page, Shon writes: "States can choose
what to and what not to offer for their plates so it's not a
violation. If you really want a Confederate flag on your
vehicle so badly then go buy a bumper sticker."
Tiffany writes "It does violate free speech. Some people
associate it with hate and racism which is not the true
meaning of it. Read some history books. People have
changed the meaning of it. Just like the swastika symbol
used to represent peace until Hitler changed that."
Davis says they are still talking with their attorneys about
their next move. But if they go forward, he says they'll take it
to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Read more: http://www.myfoxaustin.com/story/22007865/confederate-flag-license-plates-get-struck-down-in-texas#ixzz2QxTeFXPz

Watch VIDEO

HERE

Thursday, April 25, 2013
Gentlemen,
After the disappointing ruling issued April 12th by Judge Sparks of
the United States District Court regarding the Divisions being
rejected by TxDOT for a specialty license plate, a special
teleconference meeting was called. The majority of the Division
Staff and an attorney of the law firm which is handling the Divisions
law suit were present to discuss the issue. After discussion all
present were in agreement that the Division should move forward
with the appeal. It was also found out that if we are to appeal the
decision, the deadline requirement is May 3rd by Texas law. Taking
that into consideration, it was decided that I should contact the
voting members of the DEC requesting either a YES or NO vote
regarding whether the Division should move forward with the
request to appeal the lower courts unfavorable decision.
I am very pleased to say that the DEC was overwhelmingly in
favor of appealing the District Court decision, with only one
dissenting vote out of the twenty one votes received. The money
needed to continue is available in the Heritage Defense Fund, and
the onetime fee will fund our efforts all the way to the United States
Supreme Court if need be. We are fortunate that the law firm gave
the Division an extremely low flat rate which has proven to be less
than one third of what standard fees would have been. This has
allowed the Division to be completely self-sustained in these
actions. I am proud to say that these flat rates have allowed the
Division to work completely from the funds established and
earmarked specifically for this purpose without requiring any aid
from IHQ.
I have contacted our law firm and notified them of the Divisions
decision to move forward with our efforts to be granted the same
rights and privileges, no more and no less, than any other citizen
and any other organization without discrimination.
Granvel J. Block
Texas Division Commander
Sons of Confederate Veterans

Confederate remembrance group
gets mad at Memphis, plans 2016
convention in Richardson
By Wayne Carter
wcarter@dallasnews.com

April 2, 2013

The Memphis Commerical Appeal reported Tuesday that the Sons of
Confederate Veterans are spurning Memphis in favor of Richardson for their
2016 annual convention. (File 2001/The Associated Press)
The Memphis Commercial Appeal reported today that the Sons of Confederate
Veterans plans to bring its 2016 annual convention to Richardson after the city
of Memphis changed the names of some parks that had honored Confederate
history.

We’d direct you to the Commercial-Appeal website for today’s full story, but a
subscription is required to read it. (The nerve!) The Associated Press picked up
the story and reports that the parks had borne the names Confederate, Forrest
and Jefferson Davis.
The Ku Klux Klan also protested the name change during a rally last week,
according to a story in The New York Times. That story listed the parks’ new
names: Memphis Park, Mississippi River Park and Health Sciences Park.
The Sons of Confederate Veterans has posted on its website convention
locations through 2015 and websites for the conventions this year and next, but
nothing about 2016. Judging by the convention dates posted on the website, the
group would be in Richardson for about a four days in mid-July.
Here’s the Associated Press version of today’s story:
Confederate remembrance group bypasses Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A group that preserves the history and legacy of
the Confederacy is skipping Memphis in scheduling its 2016 convention
after city parks were renamed.
According to The Commercial Appeal, the Sons of Confederate Veterans
chose the Dallas suburb of Richardson, Texas, for its convention, partly
because of the park renaming issue.
The Memphis City Council changed the names of three parks which were
formerly Forrest Park, Confederate Park and Jefferson Davis Park.
Lee Millar, a Memphis spokesman for the sons group, said he met with
officials of the international group’s planning committee and said the
decision was linked to the new names affixed to old parks.
“They cited the specific reason for this vote as ‘the misguided actions of
the Memphis City Council to attempt to erase Civil War history in the
renaming of the three historic parks,“’ Millar said.
The stated reason was echoed by John Oros, executive vice president of
the Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“They didn’t want to go somewhere where they felt it was controversial,
or that they felt like they would be unwanted,” Oros said. The bureau
estimated the convention would have brought 800 delegates and family
members to Memphis and pumped about $900,000 into the local
economy.
http://thescoopblog.dallasnews.com/2013/04/confederate-remembrance-group-gets-mad-at-memphis-moves-annual-convention-to-richardson.html/

A Flag For Oakwood!
By Susan Hathaway
Va Flaggers

April 22, 2013

At Oakwood Cemetery in Richmond, 17,000+ Confederate dead rest in the Confederate
section of the City owned cemetery. Thanks to an agreement between the Va Div Sons of
Confederate Veterans and the City of Richmond, it is now the best kept and by far most
beautiful section in the cemetery. Past C-I-C McMichael, and Past Virginia Division
Commander John Sawyer all signed the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the
Sons of Confederate Veterans and the City of Richmond. This agreement does not transfer
the deed or title to Oakwood Cemetery - Confederate Section to the SCV, but it gives the
Virginia Division the sole authority to place upright markers for each Confederate Veteran
buried there and improvements or markers of any kind. The Virginia Division also has the
exclusive responsibility of maintaining the 10 acres of grounds in the Confederate section of
Oakwood Cemetery. The Oakwood Committee and Va Div SCV are in the midst of an ongoing
effort to properly mark the graves there, which includes pending legal action. Details can be
found here... http://www.scvva.org/Oakwood/
I live just a few miles from the
cemetery and pass it each day on
my way to and from work. I
often stop to freshen stick flags,
or photograph grave markers at
the request of descendants and
often wondered about the
empty flag pole in the
Confederate section. In October
of last year, I started asking
around for help in getting a flag
raised. We felt strongly that the
men buried there deserved the
honor of a flag flying over their
final resting place. On my first
attempt, I found the rope and
snap hook broken, so recruited
one of the Flaggers to help make
repairs.

On November 12th, Veterans' Day, we brought the necessary items to repair and rig the
broken rope and raised a Third National over the graves. At this point, we had no idea how
long the flag would remain, but were thrilled at the thought that at least for Veterans' Day,
the soldiers were honored and left with great satisfaction. Over the next few days, we would
drive through the cemetery often at lunch time, and were pleasantly surprised that the flag
was untouched, and grateful for every day it flew in honor and memory of the Confederate
dead buried there.
When we got word from a friend who lives nearby that the flag was missing a week later, we
immediately went back out and raised another one its place, this time a Battle Flag, as it was
what I had available and since it was the flag the soldiers would most recognize. At this
point, we did not know who had taken down the flag, but we were determined to continue
to replace it, as often as necessary.
Over the next few weeks, the flag was removed several more times, and each time, we
replaced it with another, at one point raising a flag with this message written so that
whoever was removing the flag would understand our intentions... "100 more will rise to
take its place... DEO VINDICE! " When that flag came down, TriPp visited the cemetery office
to speak with the personnel there about the flag thefts. The employees were very cordial
and admitted that they had been removing the flags because they had instructions to do so.
When TriPp asked to see the instructions in writing, he was referred to a public relations

official in the city. A half dozen calls to that official
were never returned. The video of that visit is part
of the documentary at the end of this report and is
a must see. Please take a minute to view it.
After that meeting, TriPp put his son, Jack on his
shoulders and they raised the tie off of the rope so
that a ladder would be needed to remove the flag.
From that time, the flag flew, UNTOUCHED until a
February 3rd visit found that the rope had broken
away at the top of the pole and needed to be
fixed. On February 13th, a volunteer with a bucket
truck came out and we were able to fix the rope
and once again tie off the rope to prevent theft.
A week later, we were THRILLED to receive the
news that the Oakwood Committee had replaced
the old flag pole with a brand new one, with an
internal lanyard system, LOCKED to prevent

anyone else from removing the flag. The Va Flaggers offered our sincere thanks and
appreciation to Lee Hart and the committee for this beautiful upgrade! Now a Confederate
flag will fly 24/7 to honor our Confederate dead, without fear of theft or vandalism! It is
truly a beautiful sight to behold!

FOLLOW UP NOTE: Last week, TriPp went by the Cemetery Office to offer thanks on behalf
of the Va Flaggers and show our appreciation for their cooperation. The female employee
with whom TriPp communicates in the video was once again very cordial, and relayed the
following story: She told TriPp that recently she had locked up and was about to leave when
she decided to take a drive around the cemetery before she left. On her way back out, she
noticed a man at the office door. Even though it was past closing time, she made the
decision to stop and check on him. The man told her he was looking for a Confederate
ancestor. She went inside and they were able to locate the plot and she volunteered to
drive him over to the Confederate section. She said when the man found the grave he was
very moved and grateful and thanked her profusely. He then mentioned the flag flying on
the pole and told her how much it meant to him that the cemetery honored his ancestor by
flying that flag. She told TriPp that for the first time, she really understood what he had
been trying to convey and appreciated what the flag meant to us.

We don't know what the future holds, but as of April 22nd, 2013, and due to Va Flagger
persistence and refusal to accept "leaving well enough alone", a flag has flown over the
graves of 17,000+ soldiers for over 5 months and 10 days... and, we believe, hearts and
minds have been changed in the journey.
The Virginia Flaggers would like to offer our sincere thanks to the employees of Oakwood
Cemetery, Lee Hart and the Oakwood Memorial Committee members, and VCU Film Student
Rob Walker for his exceptional work in documenting the Va Flaggers over the last several
months.
The Oakwood Documentary is just the first of many Va Flagger documentaries planned
Stay tuned for much, much more!

View the Oakwood Documentary/Short Film Here:
http://vimeo.com/58484387

To: 'wrawls@moc.org'
We have received copies of quite a few letters like the one below, and reports of many, many more that were
written. Still, Mr. Rawls continue to boast that the Museum of the Confederacy is thriving and membership is
growing.
Have you written your letter? Send us a copy so we can share with others. If not, what are you waiting for? Isn't 365
days without a Confederate Flag flying on the grounds of the Museum of the Confederacy at Appomattox long
enough?

From: Beal, Dennis W.
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 12:58 AM
To: 'wrawls@moc.org'
Subject: Membership in the MOC
Mr Rawls:
I am responding to your reply to my letter, and want to thank you for responding. Please excuse the e-mail
response.
A few weeks ago I wrote you a letter expressing my complete and total disdain for your decision a year ago
to not display the battleflag on the museum grounds. I cancelled my membership to the MOC, after many
years, as a result of your decision.

In your letter to me, you lamented on your long and storied ancestral past with regards to the confederacy
and you cited your life membership in the SCV as some sort of legitimization of your convictions and the
policy that has resulted in you dishonoring our ancestors by condoning and leading the effort to disregard
their battlefield symbol that distinguished them from the enemy. I quite frankly found your response and
justification nothing more than hyperbolas tripe.
I will support the new SCV sponsored Confederate Museum with my annual $1000 per year donation, but I
will not support in any way an organization that so blatantly and callously dismisses the memory and
sacrifices of our southern veterans. Mr. Rawls, your decision was and is wrong and it has cost the MOC
dearly.
Your completely inappropriate and unwarranted policy to exclude this most storied symbol will also result
in me, as the Chief of Staff of the 3000 men in the Texas Division SCV, using all of my lobbying power at my
disposal to persuade my fellow compatriots not only in Texas but throughout the confederation to cancel
their memberships and not support the MOC.
It is regrettable that I had to make this decision especially in light of it being entirely avoidable but for a
poorly thought out and careless decision by you and the MOC board of directors.
Regards,
Dennis W. Beal, Col. USMC (ret)

Are YOU mad enough yet?

Boycott the
Museum of the Confederacy.
Cancel your membership....
and tell them WHY!
-TriPp Lewis
Va Flaggers

What I KNOW to be truth:
The true bloods of the South are a distinct ethnic people, they are also Confederate American by birth. Dixie is a conquered
nation, being conquered does not change the above truths!! They tried to destroy our Southern culture during the infamous
reconstruction implemented by Congress, which imposed martial law in the Southern States, from 1866 to 1877... eleven years!!!
And we became the empires subjects by force, not choice!
They have chosen the Southern white as the focal scapegoat of our time. This in, politics, media, comics, literature, film and
television; dealing with religion, race relations, work and lifestyle in defining Southern whites. The Southron which represents
faith, country, pride of heritage, hard work, kinship loyalty, traditional values and way of life is being trampled on by "those
people" that hate us so...With all this hate, why don't they just let us go!!!
America's South is losing it's regional distinctiveness by progress, the PC crowd and appeasement of minorities. Society is
demoralizing the Southern people through typecasting as stupid, rednecks and hillbilly's. Yet America is destroying a part of itself
that should have been left alone, let go, explored and listened to. Because of the guilt and questioning which his/her existence
creates in the world of the un-Godly, do-gooders and PCer's. Many Southron feel inadequate and orphaned in their own land!!!
"Those people, yankees & scallwags" preach we should practice tolerance. Well I think we have practiced too much tolerance for
too long!!! We have been so tolerant we are losing our past and future! We have let our children become second class citizens in
their schools. They have been forced to be ashamed of themselves and their heritage! If we do not correct this, they will grow-up
never knowing the truth and our future as a distinct ethnic people is doomed! ~ PoP Aaron

This letter, dated 19 May 1864, was written by Confederate soldier Lewis Warlick to his wife. In his letter,
Warlick comments on the heavy fighting at Spotsylvania, Virginia. He also notes that friendly contacts were
still possible between members of the opposing armies. Warlick would not survive the war .
Spotsylvania C.H. Va.,May 19th 1864
My dearest Corrie,
As there is an opportu-nity or soon will be of sending a letter I will write to you again. I wrote two or three days since
but being aware that you will be very anxious to hear fromme frequently during these fighting times I willendeavor to
write as often as an opportunity affords.

We had a mail today, the first in
nearly two weeks, none from
you. Our command has not
been engaged since I last wrote
but expecting every night and
day to be attacked: the
enemies line of battle is in full
view, about a thousand yards in
our front but I think it very
probable he will never attack us
in our strong position, if he
should he will be repulsed as
here to fore. We were under a
terrific shelling yesterday for
two hours with very little
damage. Ewell repulsed the
enemy yesterday three times
making great slaughter in his
(the enemy) ranks. Today so far
everything is quiet the
skirmishers dont even fire at
each other but seem to be quite
friendly, meet each other and
exchange papers and have a
talk over the times; one came
and met Capt Brown of the 44th and after having a chat he, the Yankee, told Brown that Lee had destroyed half their
army; there has no doubt been an awful slaughter in their ranks as, men who have fought over many bloody fields in
Va. say they never saw dead Yankees lie so thick on the ground as they do in front of the works where they charged.
Their dead lie unburied from the Wilderness down here, the enemy went off and left them and we did the same. I see
from Northern papers they claim a great victory at the Wilderness, well I wish they could all the time have such
victories I consider when an army is driven back leaving their dead and wounded both in the field and hospitals that
they have been badly whiped, dont you? That is the kind of avictory they gained at the Wilderness for I was there and
know it to be so, we remained on the field till Sunday evening of the 8th and not an enemy could be found in front by
our scouts.
We have to mourn the loss of many good officers and soldiers since the fight began. From all quarters we have good
news, every where our arms have been victorious. Butler driven back Grant checked, Steele captured with his
command and many other places we have been successful for which we ought to give God the praise. In my last I
wrote to you of the death of brother Logan I also wrote to his wife. Bill McGimsy had an attack of cramp yesterday is
nearly well today. Aus P. has been a little unwell but improving. Pink and I are very well. I am very thankful that we
have come out through so many dangers as well as we have, nothing but the hand of an Allwise providence has
protected us thus far, for which we ought to be very humble and give him all the praise for his goodness. My wound is
not well but does not hurt me. I saw Sam Tate when we were coming down here, haven't seen or heard from him
since. We have had a hare time since we left camp, have been marching, lying inline of battle and fighting all the time,
are now in the works now allowed to leave any distance as Grant is a sly fellow and has to be watched closely.
Grant is twice as badly whiped now as was Burnside or Hooker but he is so determined he will not acknowledge it,
but I think before he gets through with Lee he will have to own up.
I haven't had any clean cloths since I left camps the wagons are in the rear and we cannot leave to go where they are
to get our cloths, all the officers are in the same fix, so you may well suppose we are somewhat dirty.
Give my love to uncle John, Puss and Sue. Do you get your papers?
Your devoted Lewis

Sympathy for the Devil

Dallas 6 UDC editorial endorses
“historical” drama of a War Criminal.

Editorial
The movie "Lincoln", Steven Spielberg's historical drama, released in November became available on
DVD on Tuesday, March 26th. There are many UDC members who expressed no interest in seeing this
movie. There have been many movies made that did not cast those on the side of the Confederacy in the
best light. If you have not seen it, I do recommend you see it because it is a very good movie. Daniel Day
Lewis does a superior job of portraying the President. Tommy Lee Jones gives one of his best
performances.
This movie takes place during the last few month of Lincoln's life, of course unbeknownst to him. How
was he to know that he would be assassinated. January 1865 is the time frame of Lincoln and his
supporters work their way to push the 13th Amendment through Congress. According to several articles
written about the movie, Steven Spielberg took some literary license with some of the facts but
none so large enough to take away from the true history.
I purposely did not read anything about the movie before going to see it so that I would have an open
mind. After viewing it, and upon reflection afterward, I realized something unexpected. While important
to the storyline regarding the reason for their trip, the scenes where the Confederate Statesmen were
seen was quite minimal considering the movie is almost 3 hours long. I did not feel that Mr. Spielberg
disparaged those Southerners portrayed. What Daniel Day Lewis versed as Abraham Lincoln was simply
how Spielberg imagined Lincoln feeling. You could also feel the sadness of Lincoln in the scenes as he is
amongst the dead, from both sides.
What struck me the most about this movie has more to do with the fact that no matter if it is 1865 or 2013,
why can't our elected officials from the two major political parties ever agree and get along and work for
the greater cause, which is for "us", the residents of the United States of America. The vote in 1865 was
almost strictly across party lines. The Republicans were only able to convince a few Democrats to change
their vote. Not much has changed in 148 years, it appears. We elect these men and women to be our voice
and rely on them to do what's best for our country. It just doesn't seem that either party remembers that
once they get to Washington.
Sad..............

Tuesday, April 30, 2013

Petition to remove Stone Mountain Carving
Dear friends of the Heritage of the South,
Today is the last day of Confederate History and Heritage Month in Georgia!
Yesterday, Monday, April 29, 2013, I was contacted by Mr. Paul Crawley of WXIA TV 11 Alive News in
Atlanta, Georgia to participate in an interview concerning the petition attempt by a man to change the
beautiful carving of the South’s beloved Hero’s Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson on
historic Stone Mountain just a few miles outside of Atlanta.
Mr. Crawley also asked me if anyone could come to 11 Alive TV studios for a 7PM debate that evening and I
was able to contact Mr. Dan Coleman who serves very ably as our Spokesman for the Georgia Division Sons
of Confederate Veterans.
My hat is off to Compatriot Dan Coleman as we both came off looking very good. See link below, check the
news video and vote to keep the Confederate carving at Stone Mountain Park as it is.
http://www.11alive.com/news/article/290674/3/Petition-wants-Stone-Mt-Confederate-carving-removed
The South was Right!

Your Obedient
Servant,
Calvin E. Johnson, Jr.,
Chairman of the
National and Georgia
Division Sons of
Confederate Veterans

'Like Chaff Before the Wind'
STONEWALL JACKSON'S MIGHTY FLANK ATTACK AT CHANCELLORSVILLE
BY ROBERT K. KRICK

Lieutenant General T. J. “Stonewall” Jackson (National Archives)
BY NOON ON MAY 2, 1863, GENERAL THOMAS J. "STONEWALL" JACKSON HAD BEEN leading a long column of
gray-clad troops through the woods for four hours. Nearly 30,000 men followed the legendary general on his secret
route through the Wilderness of Spotsylvania County. The march to battle eventually would cover a dozen miles.
Halfway to their goal, weary, dusty Confederates found a delightful treat in their path: drinkable water. The
Wilderness abounds with wet spots. The murky, fetid, stagnant water in the marshy bottoms, however, is just about
as far from potable as any liquid found in nature. Copperhead snakes seem to appreciate it; scrawny, unwholesome
vegetables grow in it; humans must not drink it, and few are tempted.

LEARN MORE ABOUT CHANCELLORSVILLE CLICK ON LINKS BELOW:
 Battle Overview »
 Battle Maps »
 Animated Map: First Day at Chancellorsville »
RELATED PHOTOS
 Chancellorsville Photo Gallery »
MORE ARTICLES
 Battle of Salem Church: Final Federal Assault at Chancellorsville »



Slide Show: Articles of Jackson's Flank Attack »

RELATED BIOGRAPHIES
 Biography: Stonewall Jackson »
 Biography: Joseph Hooker »
 Recommended Books: Chancellorsville »
Poplar Run, however, bisected Jackson's route with some downhill momentum. Cars following the flank march still
splash through a rocky ford today. The U. S. Army, improving the road in the 1930s to accommodate tourists'
automobiles, resisted the urge to throw a bridge across a stream that remains almost always fordable.
The sturdy infantry, whose rapid marches had earned them the nom de guerre "Jackson's Foot Cavalry," had fallen
into poor condition during the winter. Desuetude had robbed their limbs of endurance. Wretched rations had
brought on scurvy and other symptoms of vitamin deprivation. Men who had been able to cover twice the expected
distance in 1862 struggled to keep up on May 2, 1863. Officers noticed veterans collapsing by the roadside; some even
reported deaths from exertion. Drinkable water must have looked to the marchers as delicious as a Saharan oasis to
a lost American soldier in North Africa in 1942. Uncoiling a mass of nearly 30,000 men onto narrow woods paths
created a fantastic logistical tangle. When the march started, Jackson's corps had been clustered in camps that
covered a compact zone. Near the end of the day, when the general finally had his attack ready to launch, that mighty
array again would be deployed into a tight formation. All day long, however, all of those men and cannon had been in
an alignment anything but compact. Jackson's entire corps for many hours had been four-men wide and many miles
long, forming a great gray serpent winding through the thickets.

Portion of Jackson's Flank March Route
When he turned the march north onto Brock Road, not far beyond Poplar Run, Jackson thought that he was
approaching his target, but the enemy's alignment did not conform to expectations. General Fitzhugh Lee, Robert E.
Lee's nephew, was about to play an important role in reconnaissance.
Fitz Lee would become Virginia's governor after the war. In his later years, the former cavalry trooper spent more
time at the feed trough than the exercise paddock, and grew immensely corpulent. When the state installed the first
elevator in the capitol, Governor Lee sent a messenger to fetch a particular judge from another building to his office.
When the jurist, whose shape resembled the governor's, arrived, Fitz admitted that his only purpose had been to
make certain the newfangled contraption really would carry that much bulk without breaking down.

On May 2, 1863, trim young Fitz, a wounded veteran of the Indian wars, scouted ahead of Jackson's infantry column.
At the Burton Farm on the Orange Plank Road, halfway between the Brock Road and Wilderness Church, he came
upon a splendid vantage point that overlooked the enemy's lines. The view unfolded there made it obvious that
Jackson must not turn east on the Plank Road to come into the Orange Turnpike at Wilderness Church. Federals
stretched well west of the church on the Turnpike. Attacking there would not accomplish the goal of the whole risky
march. It would mean falling upon the enemy head-on; not striking the exposed flank and rear. When Fitz guided
Jackson to the hilltop vista, the corps commander recognized the salient facts at a glance. "His expression was one of
intense interest," young Lee wrote. Jackson rasped orders to a courier for adjusting the line of march and,
characteristically, rode away without so much as a word of thanks to Fitz Lee for his stellar efforts.
Back at the Brock Road, Stonewall Jackson scribbled a note to General Robert E. Lee, describing tersely the revisions
he must make to the plan of attack. Despite the changes, Jackson remained as aggressive and optimistic as usual. "I
hope as soon as practicable to attack," he told Lee.
As Jackson's column reached its final target, in the woods beyond and behind the enemy, clouds of Confederate
skirmishers spread across the front to intercept any curious prowlers. The dense woods provided invaluable help in
protecting the secret. Even so, the success with which Jackson maintained tactical surprise is astounding. Many
Federals later swore — under the penetrating glow of hindsight — that they knew something ominous was afoot; but
none of them did anything substantive about it.
Confederates who reached the designated front line on the Orange Turnpike swerved out to the right (south) or left
(north), one brigade at a time in each direction. For a few seconds the whole front line included only the front
marching file of four men as they arrived. Moments later there were eight, then hundreds, and finally thousands of
them. A second division duplicated the formation at an interval behind the first. Eventually — after three hours of
piling up regiments as they arrived — about 20,000 Confederates had arrayed themselves in long ranks in the brush.

Major General Joseph Hooker (Library of Congress)

Adolph von Steinwehr (Library of Congress)

Hindsight reveals something that Stonewall Jackson could not have known. He must have itched to launch the attack
as soon as the front division had shaken itself into formation. Precious daylight dwindled while Jackson patiently
steered the second division into line. He had come so very far, miles beyond any friendly assistance, that the attack
must be successful — at once, and utterly overwhelmingly. The sun was sliding down the western horizon when
Jackson finally had things the way he wanted them. A gamble at long odds, brought to fruition by a daylong, danger
fraught march, had brought Stonewall to the brink of a rich dividend.
What, meanwhile, had the Federal commander, Joseph Hooker, been doing all through May 2? He had not been
doing much of anything.

Hooker had led a mighty army into battle. During the last few days of April he had stolen a march on Lee, reaching
Chancellorsville in good time and forcing the Confederates away from their powerful Fredericksburg position. On
the night of May 1, Hooker had been full of bravado, issuing pronouncements dripping with gasconade.
Having achieved all of that, on May 2 Hooker spent most of a pleasant Saturday, in the midst of enemy country - not
making good on his boasts, but instead simply dithering. Men around army headquarters that morning observed an
air of confidence in Hooker's demeanor. A colonel described the army's commander as "in fine spirits and says our
success is assured." Declaiming about such success was, of course, an entirely different thing than ensuring it.
Most of the Federal army succumbed to the lassitude emanating from headquarters. General Alpheus S. Williams of
Michigan, Yale-graduated and 52 years old, had served in the Mexican War and energetically carved out a solid Civil
War record. At corps headquarters, Williams found everyone, including corps commander Henry Slocum, sprawled
about negligently. The generals and their aides and orderlies "formed a large group...all of us pretty much engaged
in sleeping." While the Army of Northern Virginia put in one of the most active days in its storied history, the Army
of the Potomac slept.
General Oliver Otis Howard's Eleventh Corps held a south-facing line that ran west beyond Wilderness Church to the
far right of Hooker's army. It covered a mile and a half, on and near the turnpike. There the line ended, randomly,
unprotected by any natural feature. Hooker had posted Howard far from the apparent center of operations because
his corps seemed to be the least reliable, and contained the fewest men. A substantial number of the corps' soldiers
came from German roots. Many had emigrated in the aftermath of the European upheavals of the 1840s; others had
arrived in North America only recently.
The leaders of the Eleventh Corps reflected the composition of its regiments. Howard's subordinate commanders
included men named Schurz, von Gilsa, Buschbeck, Schimmelfennig, von Steinwehr, and Krzyzanowski. Hooker and
many others mistrusted these foreign-sounding fellows, many sporting unfamiliar accents and European modes of
dress. Some of them deserved the mistrust, but others did not. Circumstances on May 2 would doom them all to
participation in a crashing, thunderous disaster. In the aftermath, they absorbed more blame than the facts
warranted.
The mounting evidence that Confederates were slipping west through the thickets persuaded Hooker - and many
other Federals - that their enemies were doing what they wanted his flank them to do: retreat. An ironclad military
maxim suggests that a commander should always expect his enemy to do what he should do. Wishful thinking does
not work well in military equations, even though it is standard practice in political discourse.
At about 2:30, Hooker told a subordinate Lee was retreating "in the direction of Gordonsville." In preparation for
pursuit on May 3, Hooker sent around orders to replenish supplies and "be ready to start at an early hour
tomorrow." Howard later said that he joined "all the other officers" in believing the Confederate army was leaving
the battlefield.
Along the lines of Howard's Eleventh Corps, afternoon shadows lengthened across a scene more indolent than
militant. Soldiers butchered beeves, cooked supper, played cards, indited letters, and loafed. Chasing the retreating
Confederates in the morning might lead to action, but only after a quiet night. Then some thrashing in the thickets to
westward began to draw attention. It soon became obvious that no one would be chasing Confederates anytime soon.
Eugene Blackford commanded a battalion of Alabama sharpshooters at Chancellorsville, but he was a native of
Fredericksburg. On May 2, 1863, not long after 5 p.m., Major Blackford stood near Stonewall Jackson a dozen miles
west of the major's birthplace. After three hours of arranging the arriving troops into long lines, preparations for a
mighty surprise attack neared completion.
Confederates waiting to attack knew their march had accomplished spectacular results. They marveled that their
prey, in Blackford's words, "knew nothing in the world of it" An Alabamian in the front rank wrote a few days later in
apt summary: "when we stopped we were about three miles from [where] we had started. This is one of Jackson's
moves." An artillerist also remarked on the typical nature of Stonewall's flanking march. The move was, he told his
mother, "Jackson's old game."
As a final preparation, Major Blackford pushed his screen of skirmishers four hundred yards in front of the main
line. One of them suddenly raised his rifle and fired. Blackford angrily "told him I would break his head if he fired
again without seeing the enemy." The Alabama lad pointed out a solid line of Yankees lying down not fifty yards
away. In the dense thickets, Blackford nearly had moved too far forward. A Louisianan in the second line called the
groundcover "the thickest and most difficult bushes to get through I ever saw"

Chancellorsville - Near Dowdall's Tavern
Before bugles and rifle shots and yells announced the Southern onslaught, wild animals burst out of the woods.
Twenty thousand soldiers, tightly aligned, moving through dense brush, inevitably drove wildlife ahead of them. A
member of the 23rd North Carolina wrote of his enemies: "the first intimation they had...was the rabbits and foxes
running into where they were cooking." Fleeing wildlife puzzled and amused relaxing Federal soldiers. Bugle calls
from the thickets soon clarified the deadly nature of the event.
Finally satisfied with his strength and alignments, Stonewall Jackson asked his leading division's commander, "Are
you ready, General Rodes?" Rodes was ready. "You can go forward then." Rodes waved to Major Blackford, who
turned to his bugler, Raif Grayson, of Sumter County Alabama. The brass instrument "had not sounded more than a
note or two," Blackford wrote to his cousin, "when the whole line opened with a terrible yell."
One of the men yelling, Lieutenant Octavius A. Wiggins of North Carolina, described the sound echoing through the
late afternoon as "that inimitable, unearthly, indescribable 'Rebel Yell' from the throats of twenty thousand veteran
soldiers."
As the attacking ranks boiled out of the thickets, they found before them what a North Carolinian called "the
grandest sight I have ever seen." Thousands of enemy soldiers were fleeing in disarray for their lives. A victorious
Confederate wrote: "I reckon the Devil himself would have run with Jackson in his rear."
Through the last two hours of daylight, Confederates rampaged eastward toward Wilderness Church and then
beyond. Everything went the Confederates' way, especially in the early moments as stunning surprise reigned in the
Federal camps. The long gray lines "swept like an avalanche" through their foes, one of the attackers wrote. Captain
William B. Haygood, commanding a company just south of the turnpike,
described the opening of the attack in a letter to friends in Clarke County,
Georgia. "We all then Sprang forwards," Haygood wrote, "with Such a Shout and
yell mingled with a full round of minie balls, that they gave way at the first onset
of our boys,"
Resistance by a few bravely desperate Northerners dissolved in short order. "We
poured it into them and they to us for a short while," wrote Lieutenant Oliver
Evans Mercer, of Brunswick County, North Carolina; "but soon we charged them
and they fled like dogs leaving everything behind — knapsacks, trunks, arms...fat
beeves already skinned." A Virginian situated near Jackson's left flank chose an
ovine, rather than canine, parallel: "We [came] down on them like unto a
thunder storm.
Robert Rodes (Library of Congress)
They fled before us equal to sheep." A soldier from Huntsville, Alabama, opted
for a harvest simile: "The enemy fled like chaff before the wind."
The fat cattle that caught Mercer's eye often appear as fond memories in
descriptions of that afternoon. Many Confederates had eaten nothing for several
days. Their frequent and rapid marches had outstripped the capacity of the
army's commissary machinery. Even General Rodes, at the top of the food access
chain, had complained that morning in a note to this wife that he was "very

hungry indeed."
Famished men reveled in the chance to eat someone else's dinner. The soldiers "could not stop," an officer recalled,
but "each man grabbed what he could and kept on. One man attempted to dispose of the whole of a beefsteak as he
ran, and others drank at double-quick from the spouts of steaming coffee-pots."
Surprise unhinged the Federal line. Once that line began to dissolve, Southern pressure maintained the momentum.
Those Federals who resisted stoutly had little to work with. Their original line faced the wrong way (south), and
screeching enemies outflanked their main axis by up to a mile on either side.
"Now and then," an Alabamian wrote, "they would wheel a cannon into position, but before they could fire more
than two shots we would be upon them." Comrades of William Whitaker of the 4th Georgia amused him by jumping
atop captured cannon to "flap their arms and crow like a rooster!'
Naval officers dream of "crossing the T" on an enemy — catching their foe in a long straight line, while steaming
across its top on a perpendicular axis (as at Cape Esperance in October 1942). In that fortunate alignment, the
column "crossing the T" can fire all of its guns at the enemy, who can only respond with the front guns on the
foremost ship. Jackson had "crossed the T" on Howard.
Henry B. Wood, from Coosa County, Alabama, summarized the attack in simple, unpolished prose. "We out don the
northern hoards," Henry wrote on May 8. "We got them started and then kept it up."
An evening full of excitement and victory for Southerners offered no real options for Northerners other than brief
resistance followed by flight. Troops never have tolerated surprise attacks from behind. Relative numbers and
armaments dwindle in importance when an attacker achieves surprise and position.
The spectral image of Stonewall Jackson heightened the impact. "Jackson was on us," an Ohio soldier wrote, "and
fear was on us." A colonel from Massachusetts drolly described his fleeing friends as "under the influence of an
aversion for Stonewall Jackson."
Terrified Yankees "ran some one way and some another." In frightened attempts to hide, a North Carolinian wrote,
"some of them ran in the tent and wrapped up in blankets." Captain J. W Williams of Greensboro, Alabama,
described "a moving mass of yankees hundreds would turn and run to us to be taken prisoners." A Northern band
must have been among the last to learn of the disaster: their boisterous tooting and thumping covered the noise of
the initial onslaught, until a bullet shattered the bass drum.
Disintegration spread inexorably eastward. A French volunteer at Hooker's headquarters spotted the Eleventh Corps
fugitives in "close-packed ranks rushing like legions of the damned" toward him. The Rebel yell unmanned the
foreigner, who reported that "all of the [Confederates] roar like beasts."
Thousands of demoralized blue-clad troops scrambled through the woods toward Chancellorsville, then veered
north for safety. Fugitives reached the Rappahannock River and thundered across the pontoon bridges, or swam the
river. Indianan Henry Reed, an orderly to General Schimmelfennig, "flew to the rear," crossed the river, and only
returned four days later. New Yorker Peter Bischoff returned to duty after an absence of three months. Ohioan
William Devote took the opportunity to stay away from the army more than a year. Washington Swift, also from
Ohio, fled on May 2 and reappeared five days later.
Colonel Edward L. Price of the 145th New York behaved in an egregiously unacceptable
manner, according to witnesses at his trial under charges of "gross cowardice in the
face of the enemy." The colonel became so "imbecile
from fear that he couldn't find his way out of the woods," and demanded that "a
drummer boy...show him the way." Price ran to a hospital beyond any danger,
according to the testimony, and then hurried across the Rappahannock River and did
not reappear for some time A surgeon testified that Price "said he had a tooth knocked
out...which made him limp." The court somehow reached a verdict of not guilty, in the
best tradition of American jurisprudence.
Northerners of sterner spirit put up the best fight they could, even under impossible
circumstances. Neither General Carl Schutz nor 0.0. Howard displayed any discernible
genius at Chancellorsville. Both men, however, bravely tried to rally troops. Howard
mounted, tucked a flag under the stump of his missing arm (lost at Seven Pines in

1862), and desperately sought to rally a defense. An artillerist saw Schutz "with drawn saber endeavor to form a
line."
The most famous Federal resistance on that afternoon came from a German-immigrant artillery officer, Captain
Hubert Dilger. The captain had fine-tuned an Ohio battery, despite what he called "the intrigues & petit jealousies of
the different german cliques" in the Eleventh Corps, and had become recognizable by the doeskin German-style
britches he wore. When the Federal right collapsed, "Leatherbreeches" Dilger retired methodically down the
turnpike, firing a single cannon in the road, then falling back and doing it again.
Captain Hubert Dilger, 1st Ohio Battery

The Medal of Honor meant appreciably less during the Civil War than it came to signify for a time during the mid20th century. It is impossible, however, to doubt that Captain Dilger richly deserved the honor, by the standards of
any era. "Fought his guns until the enemy were upon him," the citation read, "then with one gun...he formed the rear
guard and kept the enemy at bay by the rapidity of his fire and was the last man in the retreat." The
devoutly Virginian historian who chronicled the history of Lee's artillery described Dilger's feat as "an example of
almost superhuman courage and energy."
Despite the best efforts of brave men like Dilger, only darkness could halt the rout. In that darkness, some confused
North Carolinians would do far more harm to Lee's army than any Federals had achieved on May 2. As Stonewall
Jackson rode to the front of his triumphant corps to examine his options, he was approaching the site of his mortal
wounding.

Robert K. Krick was for thirty years the Chief Historian of Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania National Military Park, and is the author
of several histories, including Stonewall Jackson at Cedar Mountain (University of North Carolina Press) and The Smoothbore Volley
that Doomed the Confederacy: The Death of Stonewall Jackson and Other Chapters on the Army of Northern Virginia (Louisiana
State University Press).
http://www.civilwar.org/battlefields/chancellorsville/chancellorsville-history-articles/flankattackkrick.html
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CHAPTER FOUR:
The "Higher Law" of Abolitionism
The British Nest of Anti-Slavery Agitation
As discussed in a previous chapter, the second war with Great Britain nearly drove the New England States
to secede from the Union and ally themselves again with the English government. However, since the war
ended in 1815 with the Union between North and South still intact, a new "series of acts and long continued
policy, tending to irritate the southern, and conciliate the northern people" was begun to drive the two
sections apart and bring about a conflict "produced by the hatred and prejudices of one party, but against
the consent of the other party." According to J.A. Roebuck of Sheffield, England, it was necessary "for the
safety of Europe" that "the arrogant, the overbearing, and great Republic of America" be "split in two."(1) It
is apparent that the contrived tension over the institution of slavery was the very rock upon which the Union
was intended to be split. In fact, during an interview with Aaron Legget, a prominent New York merchant
and Abolitionist, Deputy General Wilson of the British army admitted that the abolition of slavery in the
British West Indies was done, not with the welfare of the Negroes in mind, but to spark an Abolitionist
movement in the Northeastern States and thereby precipitate the long-sought dissolution of the Union:
[T]he abolition of slavery in the British colonies would naturally create an enthusiastic anti-slavery sentiment in
England and America, and that in America this would, in process of time, excite a hostility between the free States and
the slave States, which would end in the dissolution of the American Union, and the consequent failure of the grand

experiment of democratic government; and the ruin of democracy in America would be the perpetuation of aristocracy
(2)
in England.

John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, who served as Vice President under both John Quincy Adams and Andrew
Jackson, and later in the Senate, saw Great Britain's agitation on the slavery issue as grounded firmly in the
motive to remove the United States as an economic rival. In a letter to William R. King dated 12 August
1844, he wrote, "The question is, by what means can Great Britain regain and keep a superiority in tropical
cultivation, commerce, and influence?... Her main reliance is... to cripple or destroy the productions of her
successful rivals. There is but one way by which it can be done, and that is, by abolishing African slavery
throughout this continent." This would "give her a monopoly in the production of the great tropical staples,
and the command of the commerce, navigation, and manufactures of the world, with an established naval
ascendancy and political preponderance."(3) Clement Laird Vallandigham expressed similar views at a
Democratic meeting held in Dayton, Ohio on 29 October 1855. In response to the election of the anti-slavery
candidate Salmon P. Chase and the defeat of the Democratic party in that State, Vallandigham traced the
origins and growing strength of American Abolitionism to the "insolent intermeddling of the British
government and British emissaries":
Three hundred years ago, [England] began to traffic in negro slaves. Queen Elizabeth was a sharer in its gains. A
hundred and fifty years later, at the peace of Utrecht, England undertook, by compact with Spain, to import into the
West Indies, within the space of thirty years, one hundred and forty-four thousand negroes, demanding, and with
exactest care securing, a monopoly of the traffic. Queen Anne reserved one-quarter of the stock of the slave-trading
company to herself, and one half to her subjects; to the king of Spain, the other quarter being conceded. Even so late
as 1750, Parliament busied itself in devising plans to make the slave-trade still more effectual, while in 1775, the very
year of the Revolution, a noble earl wrote to a colonial agent these memorable words: "We can not allow the Colonies
to check or discourage, in any degree, a traffic so beneficial to the nation." Between that date, and the period of first
importation, England had stolen from the coast of Africa, and imported into the new world, or buried in the sea on the
passage thither, not less than three and a quarter millions of negroes — more, by half a million, than the entire
population of the Colonies. In April, 1776, the American Congress resolved against the importation of any more slaves.
But England continued the traffic, with all its accumulated horrors, till 1808; for so deeply had it struck its roots into
the commercial interests of that country, that not all the efforts of an organized and powerful society, not the
influence of her ministers, not the eloquence of all her most renowned orators, availed to strike it down for more than
forty years after this, its earliest interdiction in any country, by a rebel congress. But the loss of her American
Colonies, and the prohibition of the slave-trade, had left small interest to Great Britain in negro slavery. Her
philanthropy found room now to develop and expand in all its wonderful proportions. And accordingly, in 1834,
England... robbed, by act of Parliament, one hundred millions of dollars from the wronged and beggared peasantry of
Ireland, from the enslaved and oppressed millions of India, from the starving, overwrought, mendicant carcasses of the
white slaves of her own soil, to pay to her impoverished colonists, plundered without voice and without vote in her
legislature, the stipulated price of human rights; and with these, the wages of iniquity, in the outraged name of God
and humanity, mocked the handful of her black bondsmen in the West Indies with the false and deluding shadow of
liberty....
...England became now the great apostle of African liberty. Ignoring, sir, or putting under, at the point of the
bayonet, the political rights of millions of her own white subjects, she yet prepared to convict the world of the
sinfulness of negro slavery. Exeter Hall sent out its emissaries, full of zeal, and greedy for martyrdom. The British
government took up the crusade — not from the motives of religion or philanthropy. Let no man be deceived.... [T]he
American experiment of free government had not failed. America had grown great — had grown populous and
powerful. Her proud example, towering up every day higher, and illuminating every land, was penetrating the hearts of
the people, and threatening to shake the thrones of every monarchy in Europe. Force against such a nation would be
the wildest of follies. But to be odious is to be weak, and internal dissension had wasted Greece, and opened even
Thermopylae to the Barbarian of Macedon....
The machinery which had effected emancipation in the British West India Islands, of use no longer in England,
was transferred to America. Aided by British gold, encouraged by British sympathy, the agitation began here, in 1835;
and so complete was it in all its appointments, so thorough the organization and discipline, so perfect the electric
current, that, within six months, the whole Union was convulsed. Affiliated societies were established in every
northern State, and in almost every county; lecturers were paid, and sent forth into every city and village; a powerful
and well supported press, fed from the treasuries, and working up the cast-off rags of the British societies, poured
forth a multitude of incendiary prints and publications, which were distributed by mail throughout the Union, but
(4)
chiefly in the southern States, and among the slaves.

In a letter to Governor Langdon of Massachusetts, Thomas Jefferson had warned that "the Toryism with
which we struggled in 1777, differed but in name from the Federalism of 1799, with which we struggled
also; and the Anglocism of 1808, against which we are now struggling, is but the same thing in another form.
(5)
It is longing for a king, and an English king rather than any other." The resolutions passed by the Ohio
Democratic Convention of 8 January 1840 brought the history of the Federalist faction up to date:
"Resolved, That political Abolitionism is but ancient Federalism, under a new guise, and that the political
action of anti-slavery societies is only a device for the overthrow of Democracy [the Democratic party]."(6)
These agitators were relatively few in number — their two thousand organizations in 1840 claimed a
membership of only 200,000 out of a Northern population of about twenty million, or about two percent of
the population(7) — and they were greatly despised throughout the country. They "met in obscure
apartments, and attracted scarcely any public attention; or, if brought to notice by accident, were the
objects of only popular ridicule and contempt."(8) For example, William Lloyd Garrison, the anarchist
publisher of the small weekly Abolitionist newspaper in Boston styled The Liberator(9) who refused to "think,
or speak, or write with moderation,"(10) and who made frequent trips to London to consult with leading
English Abolitionists, was seized by a mob on 1 October 1835, beaten severely, and then dragged through
the streets of Boston with a rope around his neck after delivering an inflammatory speech on Negro
equality. On 9 March 1836, when he attempted to address a committee in the House of Representatives on
the subject of slavery, Garrison was denounced as a "traitor and an outlaw" and denied the floor.(11) It
should be noted that this denial was rendered on just grounds, for upon rising, he had uttered these words:
"They tell us, sir, that if we proceed in our course we shall dissolve the Union. But what is the Union to me? I
(12)
am a citizen of the world."
Furthermore, the motto emblazoned across each issue of his periodical read,
"No Union With Slaveholders," and his favorite shibboleth was, "The Constitution — a covenant with death,
(13)
an agreement with hell."
Elijah Lovejoy, another Abolitionist who published out of Alton, Illinois, had his
presses destroyed four times before he was finally murdered by angry citizens in 1837. The reader who is
tempted to sympathize with the rough treatment endured by these men would do well to withhold his
judgment in the matter until he has become acquainted with the true character and goal of Abolitionism in
the course of the present chapter.
As Joseph Moore noted, "The abolition movement was vigorously prosecuted by means of newspapers,
pamphlets, books, lectures, etc., and was continued without cessation."(14) According to its financial report
of 1837, the New York office of the American Anti-Slavery Society alone published and distributed well over
half a million pieces of literature annually, including 7,877 books, 47,250 tracts and pamphlets, and 537,626
copies of the Anti-Slavery, Slaves' Friend, Human Rights, and Emancipator periodicals.(15) Filled with stories
of the alleged horrors of slavery and of daring escapes from bondage, many of these publications were
ostensibly written for young White readers in the North. However, that they actually targeted a different
audience entirely is proven by the fact that they were often found tucked away in parcels of clothing and in
the toes of shoes destined for distribution among the Southern slaves.(16) When a sackful of this material was
discovered and destroyed at Charleston, South Carolina by an angry mob, and postmasters across the South
began to follow suit, Postmaster General Amos Kendall was forced to bring the matter before Congress for a
solution:
A new question has arisen in the administration of this Department. A number of individuals have established an
association in the Northern and Eastern States and raised a large sum of money, for the purpose of effecting the
immediate abolition of Slavery in the Southern States. One of the means reported has been the printing of a large mass
of newspapers, pamphlets, tracts, and almanacs, containing exaggerated, and in some instances, false accounts of the
treatment of slaves, illustrated with cuts calculated to operate on the passions of the colored men, and produce
discontent, assassination, and servile war. These they attempted to disseminate throughout the slaveholding States, by
the agency of the public mails....
The Constitution makes it the duty of the United States "to protect each of the States against invasion; and, on
application of the Legislature, or of the Executive, (when the Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic
violence." There is no quarter whence domestic violence is so much to be apprehended, in some of the States, as from
the servile population, operated upon by mistaken or designing men. It is to obviate danger from this quarter, that
many of the State laws, in relation to the circulation of incendiary papers, have been enacted. Without claiming for
the General Government the power to pass laws prohibiting discussions of any sort, as a means of protecting States
from domestic violence, it may safely be assumed, that the United States have no right, through their officers or
departments, knowingly to be instrumental in producing within the several States, the very mischief which the
Constitution commands them to repress. It would be an extraordinary construction of the powers of the general

Government, to maintain that they are bound to afford the agency of their mails and post offices, to counteract the
laws of the States, in the circulation of papers calculated to produce domestic violence; when it would, at the same
time, be one of their most important constitutional duties to protect the States against the natural, if not necessary
consequences produced by that very agency.
The position assumed by this Department, is believed to have produced the effect of withholding its agency,
generally, in giving circulation to the obnoxious papers in the Southern States. Whether it be necessary more
effectually to prevent, by legislative enactments, the use of the mails, as a means of evading or violating the
constitutional laws of the States in reference to this portion of their reserved rights, is a question which, it appears to
the undersigned, may be submitted to Congress, upon a statement of the facts, and their own knowledge of the public
(17)
necessities.

The sudden and astounding volume of this propaganda which flooded the country and found its way into
every State in the South, coupled with the unpopularity of Abolitionism in the North, led many to the
conclusion that the perpetrators must have been receiving funds from a source outside of the United States.
As George Lunt pointed out, "Those who reflected upon the subject naturally looked over the water, where
means were abundant and interests were engaged, to account for the supply of funds."(18) That Abolitionism
did not reflect the sentiments of the majority of the American people and that its rise in this country must
have therefore been attributed, at least in part, to the influence and patronage of "emissaries from foreign
parts," was suggested by President Andrew Jackson in his 7 December 1835 address to the Twenty-Fourth
Congress:
I must also invite your attention to the painful excitements in the South by the attempts to circulate through the mails
inflammatory appeals addressed to the passions of slaves, in prints and in various sorts of publications, calculated to
stimulate them to insurrection, and to produce all the horrors of civil war.... It is fortunate for the country that the
good sense, the generous feeling, and the deep-rooted attachment of the people of the non-slaveholding States to the
Union and their fellow-citizens of the same blood in the South, have given so strong and impressive a tone to the
sentiments entertained against the proceedings of the misguided persons who have engaged in these unconstitutional
and wicked attempts, and especially against the emissaries from foreign parts, who have dared to interfere in this
matter, as to authorize the hope that these attempts will no longer be persisted in.... I would, therefore, call the
special attention of Congress to the subject, and respectfully suggest the propriety of passing such a law as will
prohibit, under severe penalties, the circulation in the Southern States, through the mail, of incendiary publications,
(19)
intended to instigate the slaves to insurrection.

Not only did the Abolitionists incur the wrath of their fellow countrymen and rebuke from the President of
the United States, their agitation was also reprobated by many Northern political leaders, including some
who themselves had no personal affinity for slavery. William L. Marcy, the Governor of New York from 1833
to 1839, made the following appeal to the State Legislature:
A few individuals in the Middle and Eastern States, acting on mistaken notions of moral and religious duty, or some less
justifiable principle, and disregarding the obligations which they owe to the respective governments, have embarked in
an enterprise for abolishing domestic slavery in the Southern and Southwestern States. Their proceedings have caused
much mischief in those States, and have not been entirely harmless in our own. They have acquired too much
importance by the evils which have already resulted from them, and by the magnitude and number of those which are
likely to follow, if they are further persisted in, to justify me in passing them without notice. These proceedings have
not only found no favor with the vast majority of our constituents, but they have been generally reprobated. The
public indignation which they have awakened has broken over the restraints of law, and led to dangerous tumults and
commotions, which, I regret to say, were not, in all instances, repressed without the interposition of military power. If
we consider the excitement which already exists among our fellow-citizens on this subject, and their increasing
repugnance to the abolition cause, we have great reason to fear that further efforts to sustain it will be attended,
even in our own State, with still more dangerous disturbances of the public peace.
In our commercial metropolis, the abolitionists have established one of their principal magazines, from which
they have sent their missiles of annoyance into the slaveholding States. The impression produced in those States, that
this proceeding was encouraged by a portion of the business men of New York, or at least not sufficiently discouraged
by them, threatened injurious consequences to our commerce. A proposition was made for an extensive voluntary
association in the South, to suspend business intercourse with our citizens. A regard for the character of our State, for
the public interest, for the preservation of peace among our citizens, as well as a due respect for the obligations
created by our political institutions, call upon us to do what may be done, consistently with the great principles of civil
liberty, to put an end to the evils which the abolitionists are bringing upon us and the whole country. With whatever
disfavor we may view the institution of domestic slavery, we ought not to overlook the very formidable difficulties of
abolishing it, or give countenance to any scheme for accomplishing this object, in violation of the solemn guarantees

we are under, not to interfere with the institution as it exists in the States....
Slavery was not finally abolished here until 1827. We were left to come to this result in our own time and
manner, without any molestation or interference from any other State. I am very sure that any intermeddling with us
in this matter by the citizens of other States would not have accelerated our measures, and might have proved
mischievous. Such services, if they had been tendered, would have been rejected as useless, and regarded as an
invasion of our rights....
If the abolitionists design to enlist our passions in this cause, such a course would be worse than useless, unless it
had reference to some subsequent action. If it is expected in this manner to influence the action of Congress, then
they are aiming at a usurpation of power. Legislation by Congress would be a violation of the Constitution, by which
that body exists, and to support which every member of it is bound by the solemn sanction of an oath. The powers of
Congress cannot be enlarged so as to bring the subject of slavery within its cognizance, without the consent of the
slaveholding States.... If their operations here are to inflame the fanatical zeal of emissaries, and instigate them to go
on missions to the slaveholding States, there to distribute abolition publications and to promulgate abolition doctrines,
their success in this enterprise is foretold by the fate of the deluded men who have preached them. The moment they
pass the borders of those States, and begin their labors, they violate the laws of the jurisdiction they have invaded,
and incur the penalty of death, or other ignominious punishment. I can conceive no other object that the abolitionists
can have in view, so far as they propose to operate here, but to embark the people of this State, under the sanction of
the civil authority, or with its connivance, in a crusade against the slaveholding States, for the purpose of forcing
abolition upon them by violence and bloodshed. If such a mad project as this could be contemplated for a single
moment, as a possible thing, every one must see that the first step toward its accomplishment would be the end of our
Confederacy and the beginning of civil war. So far, then, as respects the people of this State, or any action that can
emanate from them, I can discover no good that has resulted, or that can be reasonably expected to result from the
proceedings of the abolitionists; but the train of evils that must necessarily attend their onward movement is in
(20)
number and magnitude most appalling.

Edward Everett, Governor of Massachusetts from 1836 to 1840, likewise addressed his State's Legislature as
follows:
The country has been greatly agitated during the past year in relation to slavery, and acts of illegal violence and
outrage have grown out of the excitement kindled on this subject in different parts of the Union, which cannot be too
strongly deplored, or too severely condemned. In this State, and several of our sister States, slavery has long been held
in public estimation as an evil of the first magnitude. It was fully abolished in this Commonwealth in the year 1783, by
decisions of the courts of justice, and by the interpretation placed on the declaration of equality in the bill of rights.
But it existed in several of the States at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, and in a greater ratio to the free
population of the country than at the present time. It was, however, deemed a point of the highest public policy by
the non-slaveholding States, notwithstanding the existence of slavery in their sister States, to enter with them into the
present Union on the basis of the constitutional compact. That no Union could have been formed on any other basis, is
a fact of historical notoriety; and is asserted in terms by General Hamilton, in the reported debates of the New York
Convention for adopting the Constitution. This compact expressly recognizes the existence of slavery, and concedes to
the States where it prevails the most important rights and privileges connected with it. Every thing that tends to
disturb the relations created by this compact is at war with its spirit; and whatever, by direct and necessary operation,
is calculated to excite an insurrection among the slaves, has been held, by highly respectable legal authority, an
offense against the peace of this Commonwealth, which may be prosecuted as a misdemeanor at common law.
Although opinions may differ on this point, it would seem the safer course, under the peculiar circumstances of the
case, to imitate the example of our fathers — the Adamses, the Hancocks, and other eminent patriots of the
Revolution, who, although fresh from the battles of liberty, and approaching the question as essentially an open one,
deemed it nevertheless expedient to enter into a union with our brothers of the slaveholding States, on the principles
of forbearance and toleration on this subject. As the genius of our institutions and the character of our people are
entirely repugnant to laws impairing the liberty of speech and of the press, even for the sake of repressing its abuses,
the patriotism of all classes of citizens must be invoked to abstain from a discussion which, by exasperating the master,
can have no other effect than to render more oppressive the condition of the slave, and which, if not abandoned, there
is great reason to fear will prove the rock on which the Union will split. Such a disastrous consummation, in addition to
all its remediless political evils for every State in the Union, could scarcely fail, sooner or later, to bring on a war of
extermination in the slaveholding States. On the contrary, a conciliatory forbearance with regard to this subject in the
non-slaveholding States, would strengthen the hands of a numerous class of citizens of the South, who desire the
removal of the evil; whose voice has often been heard for its abolition in legislative assemblies, but who are struck
down and silenced by the agitation of the question abroad; and it would leave the whole painful subject where the
Constitution leaves it, with the States where it exists, and in the hands of an all-wise Providence, who, in His own good
time, is able to cause it to disappear, like the slavery of the ancient world, under the gradual operation of the gentle
(21)
spirit of Christianity.

On the floor of the United States Senate, John M. Niles of Connecticut said:
Abolitionism consists of two kinds: abolitionism of the old school, and abolitionism of the new school. The former
amounts to nothing more than a rational wish and desire for the emancipation of all persons held in bondage, and a
disposition to advance that object by the diffusion of knowledge and the progress of society. Of this kind of
Abolitionists were Franklin and Jefferson; and there are many such at the North, and I presume at the South....
Very different from these are the abolitionists of the new school. What are their principles? I judge of them from
their own publications, which I have examined. They propose an immediate abolition of slavery, and against the will of
those interested in it. They, therefore, propose to abolish slavery by violence. And this they design to effect in
communities where they do not reside, and have no interests or sympathies with the inhabitants. Whatever may be
their intentions, no rational person can have a doubt that the scheme has a tendency to insurrection, massacre, and a
servile war.
They regard slavery as a theological question. They say it is a sin and a moral evil in the sight of God and man,
and ought to be eradicated from the earth; and that it cannot be wrong to remove an evil. They aver that they have
nothing to do with the consequences.
Can men be sane who avow principles like these, who are pursuing an object having the most important bearing
on the vital interests of society, which expose it to all the horrors of insurrection, massacre, and servile war, and yet
declare that they have nothing to do with the consequences of their own acts? To call such men fanatics is too mild a
term. I have no concern with their motives, but like all other moral agents, they must be held responsible for the
natural and obvious consequences of their own acts. This principle, true in morals, is no less so in politics. Is it to be
wondered at that a scheme, based on a total recklessness of consequences, should have excited the almost universal
(22)
indignation of an intelligent and moral people? [emphasis in original].

Niles then presented the following resolutions which had the approval of the Governor of Connecticut:
Resolved, That in view of these obvious principles, it is a violation of the spirit of the Constitution for citizens of one
State to enter into combinations (to give more energy to their efforts) for the avowed object of effecting a change in
the institutions, laws, or social relations of the people of other States, who, as regards all such matters, are as
independent communities as they would have been had they not entered into the Confederacy.
Resolved, That the conduct of the Abolition societies, in publishing and distributing in the slave-holding States in
violation of their laws, newspapers, and pamphlets, the natural and obvious tendency of which is to excite
insubordination and insurrection among the slaves, and expose the country to all the horrors of a servile war, is highly
(23)
censurable, and cannot fail of meeting the reprobation of every friend of his country.

In a similar address before the Senate the following month, Thomas Ewing of Ohio, who, while voicing his
opposition to slavery as "a great evil in any community," nevertheless denounced "those mad and reckless
fanatics who attempt, by various devices, to excite insurrection among the slaves, and bring on all the
(24)
horrors of a servile war."
Even the eminent Whig Henry Clay saw the dangers of Abolitionism to the peace
of the country and warned with amazing accuracy of the national woes to come:
Abolitionism should no longer be regarded as an imaginary danger. The Abolitionists, let me suppose, succeeded in
their present aim of uniting the inhabitants of the free States as one man against the inhabitants of the slave States.
Union upon one side will beget union on the other, and this process of reciprocal consolidation will be attended with
all the violent prejudices, embittered passions and implacable animosities, which ever degraded or deformed human
nature.... One section will stand in menacing and hostile array against the other. The collisions of opinion will be
quickly followed by the clash of arms. I will not attempt to describe scenes which now happily lie concealed from our
view. Abolitionists themselves would shrink back in dismay and horror at the contemplation of desolated fields,
conflagrated cities, murdered inhabitants, and the overthrow of the fairest fabric of human government that ever rose
(25)
to animate the hopes of civilized man.

Abolitionist Agitation Inflames Sectional Strife
Whether one chooses to view the institution of slavery, as it existed at one time in every American State,
and as it continued to exist in the Southern and Border States up to the close of the war, as inherently
righteous or wicked, or a mixture of both, is really irrelevant to the present discussion. That the
Constitution both recognized and protected property in slaves was openly acknowledged by all, with the
exception of a handful of misinformed fanatics and incompetent legal dabblers.(26) For example, Benjamin
F. Butler, a Massachusetts attorney who later served as a Major-General in the Northern army during the

War Between the States and as the military-governor of Virginia during Reconstruction, enumerated the
clauses in the Constitution which covered the institution with the protective shield of the Union, and noted:
Without these recognitions of the institution of slavery, as established by the laws of the various States, the
Constitution could not have been adopted. These provisions convinced me as a lawyer that the right of the people of
any State to hold slaves, where the institution was established by law, was clearly a Constitutional right, and that
nothing could be done by any State to interfere with that right in any other State without a violation of the
Constitution; and, of course, anything done to take away that class of property by State or nation, from the owner,
(27)
was in violation of the Constitution.

Every office-holder in the country, whether State or federal, was thus duty-bound to uphold and defend the
Constitution in its entirety upon the commencement of his duties. He could not disregard or fail to execute
any provision of that document without violating his oath of office and perjuring himself, nor could he
attempt to use his office to change any provision thereof without incurring the just opprobrium of usurper.
From the standpoint of honorable statesmanship, a lawful method had been provided by the framers
in Article Five for alteration in the Government's charter should it be found defective at any point. In his
farewell address, George Washington had explicitly warned his fellow countrymen not to depart from this
lawful amendment process, and to stand ever vigilant against usurpations of the powers of government by
factious and self-serving parties:
If in the opinion of the people the distribution or modification of the constitutional powers be in any particular wrong,
let it be corrected by an amendment in the way which the Constitution designates. But let there be no change by
usurpation; for though this in one instance may be the instrument of good, it is the customary weapon by which free
governments are destroyed. The precedent must always greatly overbalance in permanent evil any partial or transient
benefit which the use can at any time yield.

The Abolitionists of New England had at their disposal a free press through which to engage in a calm and
reasoned debate with their slave-holding brethren on the merits or demerits of the "peculiar institution."
Instead, they abused this vehicle and used it to stir up the indignation and suspicion of
the Southern people, thereby removing the debate from its lawful and intellectual
moorings, and setting it adrift in the turbulent sea of lawlessness and fanaticism. Few in
(28)
the North had ever witnessed slavery first-hand,
and many merely concluded on its
barbarity from Theodore Dwight Weld's 1839 book American Slavery As It Is,(29) which
was itself based entirely on random newspaper clippings culled from Southern
newspapers over a six month period.(30) Harriet Beecher Stowe's fictional novel Uncle
(31)
Tom's Cabin,
which was acclaimed in advertisements throughout the North as "the
Greatest Book of the Age" and is still required reading in many public schools today,
relied heavily on American Slavery As It Is(32) to spin a "florid romance"(33) of a Kentucky
slave who is separated from his family and sold to and finally murdered by an abusive
master. Despite her heavy dependence on the "research" of Theodore Weld, Mrs. Stowe was nevertheless
convinced that the text of her own book had been dictated to her by God Himself.
Perhaps the crowning achievement of the Abolitionists' literary assault upon the peace of the Southern
States, and that of the country as a whole, was Hinton Helper's 1857 book entitled, The Impending Crisis of
the South. The following is but a sample of the defamatory and antagonistic nature of this book which will
show why it was banned in many parts of the South:
It is against slavery on the whole, and against slaveholders as a body, that we wage an exterminating war. Those
persons who, under the infamous slave-laws of the South — laws which have been correctly spoken of as a "disgrace to
civilization," and which must be annulled simultaneously with the abolition of slavery — have had the vile institution
entailed on them contrary to their wills, are virtually on our side; we may, therefore, very properly strike them off
from the black list of three hundred and forty-seven thousand slaveholders, who, as a body, have shocked the civilized
world with their barbarous conduct, and from whose conceited and presumptuous ranks are selected the officers who
do all the legislation, town, county, state and national, for (against) five millions of poor outraged whites, and three
millions of enslaved negroes.
Non-slaveholders of the South! farmers, mechanics and workingmen, we take this occasion to assure you that the
slaveholders, the arrogant demagogues whom you have elected to offices of honor and profit, have hoodwinked you,
trifled with you, and used you as mere tools for the consummation of their wicked designs. They have purposely kept
you in ignorance, and have, by moulding your passions and prejudices to suit themselves, induced you to act in direct

opposition to your dearest rights and interests. By a system of the grossest subterfuge and misrepresentation, and in
order to avert, for a season, the vengeance that will most assuredly overtake them ere long, they have taught you to
hate the abolitionists, who are your best and only true friends. Now, as one of your own number, we appeal to you to
join us in our patriotic endeavors to rescue the generous soil of the South from the usurped and desolating control of
these political vampires. Once and forever, at least so far as this country is concerned, the infernal question of slavery
must be disposed of; a speedy and perfect abolishment of the whole institution is the true policy of the South — and
this is the policy which we propose to pursue. Will you aid us, will you assist us, will you be freemen, or will you be
slaves? These are questions of vital importance; weigh them well in your minds; come to a prudent and firm decision,
and hold yourselves in readiness to act in accordance therewith. You must either be for us or against us — anti-slavery
or pro-slavery; it is impossible for you to occupy a neutral ground; it is as certain as fate itself, that if you do not
voluntarily oppose the usurpations and outrages of the slavocrats, they will force you into involuntary compliance with
their infamous measures. Consider well the aggressive, fraudulent and despotic power which they have exercised in the
affairs of Kansas; and remember that, if, by adhering to erroneous principles of neutrality or non-resistance, you allow
them to force the curse of slavery on that vast and fertile field, the broad area of all the surrounding States and
Territories — the whole nation, in fact — will soon fall a prey to their diabolical intrigues and machinations. Thus, if
you are not vigilant, will they take advantage of your neutrality, and make you and others the victims of their inhuman
despotism....
As a striking illustration of the selfish and debasing influences which slavery exercises over the hearts and minds
of slaveholders themselves, we will here state the fact that, when we, the non-slaveholders, remonstrate against the
continuance of such a manifest wrong and inhumanity — a system of usurpation and outrage so obviously detrimental to
our interests — they fly into a terrible passion, exclaiming, among all sorts of horrible threats, which are not
unfrequently executed, "It's none of your business!" — meaning to say thereby that their slaves do not annoy us, that
slavery affects no one except the masters and their chattels personal, and that we should give ourselves no concern
about it, whatever! To every man of common sense and honesty of purpose the preposterousness of this assumption is
so evident, that any studied attempt to refute it would be a positive insult. Would it be none of our business, if they
were to bring the small-pox into the neighborhood, and, with premeditated design, let "foul contagion spread?" Or, if
they were to throw a pound of strychnine into a public spring, would that be none of our business? Were they to turn a
pack of mad dogs loose on the community, would we be performing the part of good citizens by closing ourselves
within doors for the space of nine days, saying nothing to anybody? Small-pox is a nuisance; strychnine is a nuisance;
mad dogs are a nuisance; slavery is a nuisance; slaveholders are a nuisance, and so are slave-breeders; it is our
business, nay, it is our imperative duty, to abate nuisances; we propose, therefore, with the exception of strychnine,
which is the least of all these nuisances, to exterminate this catalogue from beginning to end....
We contend that slaveholders are more criminal than common murderers.... Against this army for the defense
and propagation of slavery, we think it will be an easy matter — independent of the negroes, who, in nine cases out of
ten, would be delighted with an opportunity to cut their masters' throats, and without accepting of a single recruit
from either of the free States, England, France or Germany — to muster one at least three times as large, and far more
respectable for its utter extinction. We hope, however, and believe, that the matter in dispute may be adjusted
without arraying these armies against each other in hostile attitude. We desire peace, not war — justice, not blood.
Give us fair-play, secure to us the right of discussion, the freedom of speech, and we will settle the difficulty at the
ballot-box, not on the battle-ground — by force of reason, not by force of arms. But we are wedded to one purpose
from which no earthly power can ever divorce us. We are determined to abolish slavery at all hazards — in defiance of
all the opposition, of whatever nature, which it is possible for the slavocrats to bring against us. Of this they may take
due notice, and govern themselves accordingly....
Henceforth, Sirs, we are demandants, not suppliants. We demand our rights, nothing more, nothing less. It is for
you to decide whether we are to have justice peaceably or by violence, for whatever consequences may follow, we are
determined to have it one way or the other. Do you aspire to become the victims of white non-slaveholding vengeance
by day, and of barbarous massacre by the negroes at night? Would you be instrumental in bringing upon yourselves,
your wives, and your children, a fate too horrible to contemplate? Shall history cease to cite, as an instance of
unexampled cruelty, the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, because the world — the South — shall have furnished a more
direful scene of atrocity and carnage? Sirs, we would not wantonly pluck a single hair from your heads; but we have
endured long, we have endured much; slaves only of the most despicable class would endure more. An enumeration or
classification of all the abuses, insults, wrongs, injuries, usurpations, and oppressions, to which you have subjected us,
would fill a larger volume than this; it is our purpose, therefore, to speak only of those that affect us most deeply. Out
of our effects you have long since overpaid yourselves for your negroes; and now, Sirs, you must emancipate them —
speedily emancipate them, or we will emancipate them for you! Every non-slaveholder in the South is, or ought to be,
and will be, against you. You yourselves ought to join us at once in our laudable crusade against "the mother of harlots"
(34)
[emphasis in original].

The Republicans in Congress, who, in the election of 1858, had nearly doubled in number from the previous
election, not only endorsed a later abridged edition of this book, but also paid for the free circulation of
one hundred thousand copies throughout the Northern States.(35) Of course, Helper's views were not unique,

but had become standard Republican doctrine. For example, Joshua Giddings of Ohio had openly advocated
servile insurection in the House of Representatives three years before the publication of The Impending
Crisis:

...I see the destiny of this nation wielded by that "higher law".... Sir, it is that higher law that is
rolling on the North... which is manifested in ten thousand public meetings throughout the land
of the free... which is manifested in the pulpit and on the stump... which must and will shape the
destiny of this nation: before that we must bow for it is the voice of God uttered through his
people. Sir, we are a people who pray before we fight, and when we have said our prayers and
put on our armor, then our enemies had better stand aside than meet us....
When the contest shall come; when the thunder shall roll and the lightning flash; when the
slaves shall rise in the South; when, in imitation of the Cuban bondmen, the southern slaves of
the South shall feel they are men; when they feel the stirring emotion of immortality, and
recognize the stirring truth that they are men, and entitled to the rights which God has bestowed
upon them; when the slaves shall feel that, and when masters shall turn pale and tremble when
their dwellings shall smoke, and dismay sit on each countenance, then, sir, I do not say "we will
laugh at your calamity, and mock when your fear cometh," but I do say, when that time shall
come, the lovers of our race will stand forth, and exert the legitimate powers of this
Government for freedom. We shall then have constitutional power to act for the good of our
country, and do justice to the slave. Then shall we strike off the shackles from the limbs of the
slaves. That will be a period when this Government will have the power to act between slavery
and freedom.... And let me tell you, Mr. Speaker, that that time hastens. It is rolling forward.... I
hail it as I do the approaching dawn of that political and moral millennium which I am well
assured will come upon the world.(36)
William O. Duvall had these words to say when he was invited to address a Republican convention in New
York: "I sincerely hope that a civil war may soon burst upon the country. I want to see American Slavery
abolished in my day — it is a legacy I have no wish to leave my children.... and when the time arrives for the
streets and cities of this "land of the free and home of the brave" to run with blood to the horses' bridles, if
(37)
the writer of this be living, there will be one heart to rejoice at the retributive justice of heaven."
At an
Abolitionist meeting in Natick, Massachusetts, this resolution was passed: "Whereas, Resistance to tyrants is
obedience to GOD; Resolved, That it is the right and duty of slaves to resist their masters, and the right and
duty of the people of the North to incite them to resistance, and to aid them in it!" [emphasis in
original](38) In a similar vein, Theodore Parker, an influential Abolitionist of Boston, contributed the
following postulates to the New York Tribune:

1st. A man held against his will, as a slave, has a natural right to kill any one who seeks to
prevent his enjoyment of liberty.
2d. It may be a natural duty of a slave to develop this natural right in a practical manner,
and actually kill those who seek to prevent his enjoyment of liberty.
3d. The freeman has a natural right to help the slaves to recover their liberty, and in that
enterprise to do for them all which they have a right to do for themselves.
4th. It may be a natural charity for the freeman to help the slaves to the enjoyment of their
liberty, and as a means to that end, to aid them in killing all such as oppose their natural
freedom.
5th. The performance of this duty is to be controlled by the freeman's power to help
[emphasis in original].(39)

William H. Seward, who would later receive appointment as Secretary of State in Abraham Lincoln's Cabinet,
declared The Impending Crisis to be "a work of great merit; rich, yet accurate in statistical information, and
logical in analogies," and predicted that "it will exert a great influence on the public mind, in favor of truth
(40)
and justice."
In his famous speech, delivered at Rochester, New York on 25 October 1858, Seward
announced, "It is an irrepressible conflict between opposing and enduring forces, and it means that the
United States must and will, sooner or later, become either entirely a slave-holding nation, or entirely a
free-labor nation.... I know, and you know, that a revolution has begun. I know, and all the world knows,
that revolutions never go backward."(41) Referring to this revolution in another speech in the Senate, he
threatened the Southern people with these words: "Free labor has at last apprehended its rights, its
interests, its power, its destiny, and is organizing itself to assume the government of the Republic. It will
meet you everywhere, in the Territories and out of them, wherever you may go to extend slavery. It has
driven you back in California and in Kansas. It will invade you soon in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Missouri,
and Texas.... The invasion will be not merely harmless, but beneficial if you yield seasonably to its just and
moderate demands...."(42) In other words, this leading Northern spokesman was giving Southerners a choice
between submission without complaint to a flagrant violation of the Constitution and humiliating
subordination to a revolutionary faction or standing firmly on their constitutional rights as sovereign States
and facing armed invasion and promised genocide. Nothing less than the personal honor of the Southern
people was the sacrifice demanded of them by their Northern confederates in exchange for peace.
John Brown, the Abolitionists' Angel of Death
The grim figure of the political assassin has haunted the lives and deranged the plans of governments throughout
history. Although often described as a person of uncertain mental balance, the assassin in real life has, more often,
been a person of at least ordinary intelligence who believes that the trend of events can only be changed by the death
of an important figure.... Political assassins desire not simply to murder, but also to attract attention — to incite and
terrify as many people as possible.
In the late 1850s a new type of political assassin appeared in the United States. He did not murder the mighty —
but the obscure. He did not pursue officials, or leaders, or persons in the public eye; he murdered at random — among
the innocent. Yet his purposes were the same as those of his classic predecessors: to force the nation into a new
(43)
political pattern by creating terror.

With the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 1995, the destruction of the
World Trade Center in New York in 2001, and the serial sniper attacks in and around Washington, D.C. in
late 2002, modern Americans have become well-acquainted with the stark reality of
religious terrorism. However, this kind of terrorism is nothing new to American soil, and
one such killer in particular, though the equal of any Muslim extremist in his fanaticism
and savagery, is nevertheless lauded by many ignorant souls today as a hero and a
champion of human rights. In May of 1856, the infamous John Brown, with the financial
backing of six notable Republican leaders — Theodore Parker, Samuel Gridley Howe,
George Luther Stearns, Franklin B. Sanborn, Gerrit Smith, and Thomas Wentworth
(44)
(45)
Higginson
— embarked on a killing spree, beginning in the Kansas Territory
and
terminating in his capture at Harper's Ferry, Virginia and his subsequent execution for
treason against the State at Charles Town on 2 December 1859. The purpose of Brown's
campaign was to serve as "a Free State warning to the pro-slavery forces that it was to
be a tooth for a tooth, an eye for an eye... so far as one wing of the Free State party was concerned."(46)
Brown, who believed that it was "better that a whole generation should pass off the earth, men, women,
and children — by a violent death"(47) than that slavery should continue to exist, hoped to provoke the
massive slave uprising throughout the South threatened, not only in the Helper book, but by numerous
political and religious leaders in the North, whereby hundreds of thousands would be sacrificed upon the
altar of Abolitionism.(48) According to Stephen Douglas, Brown's crime was the "logical, inevitable result of
the doctrines... of the Republican party."(49) Brown biographer, Richard J. Hinton wrote:
All over the North, especially in the more active centres of Republican political activity, John Brown found friendly
sympathizers, a good deal of verbal encouragement, and a small degree of pecuniary assistance. Yet no one who came
in close contact with him could doubt that he held firmly to a grim purpose, and that at some day, not far distant, he
(50)
would probably be heard from by way of a direct attack on slavery.

Brown was eulogized after his death by Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Theodore Parker,
Wendell Phillips, and other leading Abolitionists as "the saint" whose execution made "the gallows as glorious
(51)
(52)
(53)
as the cross,"
"an angel of light,"
"the John the Baptist of the new dispensation of freedom,"
and the
"Lord High Admiral of the Almighty with his commission to sink every pirate he meets on God's ocean of the
nineteenth century."(54) It was also confidently asserted that "the Almighty would welcome him home in
Heaven," and "John Brown has gone to Heaven."(55) E.D. Wheelock, a Unitarian minister in Dover, New
Hampshire, preached these words from his pulpit in anticipation of the execution of Brown:
One such man makes total depravity impossible, and proves that American greatness died not with Washington! The
gallows from which he ascends into Heaven, will be in our politics, what the cross is in our religion — the sign and
symbol of supreme self-devotedness — and from his sacrificial blood, the temporal salvation of four millions of our
people shall yet spring! On the second day of December he is to be strangled in a Southern prison, for obeying the
Sermon on the Mount. But, to be hanged in Virginia, is like being crucified in Jerusalem — it is the last tribute which he
(56)
pays to Virtue! [emphasis in original]

Wendell Phillips declared, "[John Brown] refused to regard anything as government, or any statute as law,
except those which conformed to his own sense of justice and right...." and for that "virtue," Phillips
admonished his listeners to be "reverently grateful for the privilege of living in a world rendered noble by
the daring of heroes, the suffering of martyrs — among whom let none doubt that history will accord an
(57)
honorable niche to old John Brown."
The New York Tribune of 2 December 1859 likewise exuded religious
adoration for the dead terrorist:
While the responsive heart of the North has been substantially sympathizing with the one [John Brown] whom they
admire and venerate, and love, the great soul itself has passed away into eternal heavens. During the eighteen
centuries which have passed, no such character has appeared anywhere. The galleries of the resounding ages echo with
no footfall mightier than the martyr of to-day. He has gone. Efforts to save him were fruitless. Prayers were unavailing.
He stood before his murderers defiantly, asking no mercy.
Bewildered not and daunted not, the shifting scenes of his life's drama, at the last, brought to him neither
regrets nor forebodings. Having finished the work which God had given him to do, this apostle of a new dispensation, in
imitation of the Divine, received with fortitude his baptism of blood! And this beholding, the heavens opened, and
Jesus standing at the right hand of the throne of God, this last of Christian martyrs stepped proudly and calmly upon
the scaffold, and thence upward into the embrace of angels, and into the General Assembly and Church of the First
(58)
Born, whose names are written in heaven.

In 1860, The Public Life of Captain John Brown was authored by Brown confidant James Redpath and
published in Boston by the Unitarian firm of Thayer and Eldridge. In the
advertisement for the book, the Abolitionist publishers praised Redpath,
"whose previous life had been so identified in feeling and character with the
career of the sainted hero," and the author openly declared that he
"endorsed John Brown" and "his scheme of emancipation." Chapter One of
this book, entitled "December 2, 1859" — a reference to the day of Brown's
execution — contained the following text: "To-day John Brown was hanged
by a semi-barbarous Commonwealth, as a traitor, murderer, and robber,
and fifteen despotic States are rejoicing at his death; while, in the free
North, every noble heart is sighing at his fate, or admiring his devotion... or
cursing the executioners of their warrior-saint."(59) Redpath then proceeded
to tell his readers to expect yet another insurrection which would complete
the work left unfinished by Brown.
The well-known painting of John Brown pausing in his walk to the gallows to kiss a Black infant held
forth by an adoring slave woman, was typical of the worship that was bestowed upon this convicted felon in
the North. The lyrics "John Brown's body lies a-mouldering in the grave" were written to the tune of an old
Methodist hymn and were frequently heard sung by Northern troops as they later perpetuated Brown's
mission of destruction and murder in the South. Eventually, Julia Ward Howe, wife of Abolitionist and Brown
supporter Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe, wrote what is now known as the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" to this
tune — a song which speaks of the building of an altar to the god of war, whose "fiery gospel" is "writ in
burnished rows of steel," and of the messianic role of the Northern Army in "crush[ing] the serpent" — the
Southern Confederacy — and "trampling out the vintage [blood] where the grapes of wrath [Southern Whites]

(60)

are stored."
In a strange twist of irony, the man so idolized by the Republican party and the Northern troops, had
killed numerous innocent citizens in a then-Union State and had attacked United States property, killing a
United States marine, while the man in command of the troops sent to Harper's Ferry to suppress the
rebellion, was none other than the future Confederate General, Robert Edward Lee.
The Radicals Seek a Dissolution of the Union
The secession movement of 1860-1861, though actually carried out by the Southern States, was, in fact, the
result of the efforts of a Northern faction which had screamed for a dissolution of the Union as early as
(61)
1796, during the War of 1812, again at the annexation of Texas in 1845,
and which finally organized itself
as the inappropriately named Republican party in 1854, calling for a bloody separation
of the New England States from the South. In a letter written on 20 December 1860 —
the same day that South Carolina declared her independence from the United States
of America — Stephen Douglas noted, "Many of the Republican leaders desire a
dissolution of the Union, and urge war as a means of accomplishing disunion."(62) The
supporting evidence for this assertion is shockingly abundant. At a Republican
convention held in 1856 in Boston, Massachusetts, the following resolution was
passed: "Resolved... That this movement [Abolitionism] does not merely seek
disunion, but the more perfect union of free States by the expulsion of the slave
States from the Confederation, in which they have ever been an element of discourd,
(63)
danger, and disgrace."
Yet another Republican convention, held that same year in
Monroe, Wisconsin, passed this resolution: "Resolved, That it is the duty of the North,
in case we fail in electing a President and Congress that will restore freedom [Abolitionism] to Kansas, to
revolutionize the Government."(64) When Lincoln issued his presidential proclamation of 30 March 1863,
which appointed a day of prayer and fasting for "the pardon of our national sins, and the restoration of our
now divided and suffering country, to its former condition of unity and peace," the editors of the Boston
Commonwealth responded, "Our own opinion is, that if God had resolved not to pardon us at all, he would
prove it by allowing the restoration of that old 'unity of peace.' That unity was crime; that peace worse than
war! May the tongue be withered, ere it is answered, that prays for a restoration of that old state of things,
from which God in His mercy seems willing to rescue us — than which His fiercest wrath could find no more
(65)
terrible doom, for a blind nation, led by blind rulers!"
The True American, another Republican periodical,
sneered, "This twaddle about the Union and its preservation is too silly and sickening for any good
effect."(66) In 1854, Horace Greeley published in the New York Tribune this insurrectionary poem entitled
"The American Flag":
All hail the flaunting lie!
The stars look pale and dim;
The stripes are bloody sores —
A lie the vaunting hymn!
It shields a pirate's deck!
It binds a man in chains!
It yokes the captive's neck,
And wipes the bloody stains!
Tear down the flaunting lie;
Half-mast the starry flag;
Insult no sunny sky
With hate's polluted rag!
Destroy it, ye who can;
Deep sink it in the waves:
It bears a fellow man,
To groan with fellow slaves!

Furl, furl the boasted lie!
Till Freedom lives again,
To rule once more in truth,
Among untrammeled men!
Roll up the starry sheen,
Conceal its bloody stains,
For in its folds are seen
(67)
The stamp of rustling chains! [emphasis in original]

It is obvious that the Republican party had begun to wage a political war against the flag of the United
States long before Southerners ever opened fire on Fort Sumter. The public statements of individual
Republican Abolitionists were no less clear in their desire to see the Union destroyed. For example,
Frederick Douglass, the former slave and fanatical Abolitionist, openly declared, "From this time forth I
consecrate the labor of my life to the dissolution of the Union, and I care not whether the bolt that rends it
shall come from heaven or from hell!"(68) William Lloyd Garrison declared, "I have said, and I say again, that
in proportion to the growth of disunionism, will be the growth of Republicanism...."(69) and:
The Union is a lie. The American Union is sham — an imposture — a covenant with death — an agreement with hell and
it is our business to call for a dissolution.... I will continue to experiment no longer — it is all madness. Let the SlaveHolding Union go, and Slavery will go down with the Union to the dust. If the Church is against disunion, and not on the
side of the Slave, then I pronounce it as of the devil. I say, let us cease striking hands with thieves and adulterers, and
give to the winds the rallying cry, "No Union with Slave-Holders, socially or religiously, and up with the flag of
(70)
disunion."

He further stated, "There is but one honest, straightforward course to pursue if we would see the slave
power overthrown — the Union must be dissolved."(71)
Wendell Phillips' sentiments were the same:
No man has a right to be surprised at this state of things [the brewing hostilities between North and South]. It is just
what we abolitionists and disunionists have attempted to bring about. There is merit in the Republican party. It is the
first sectional party ever organized in this country. It does not know its own face, but calls itself national; but it is not
national — it is sectional. The Republican party is a party of the North pledged against the South....
I have labored nineteen years to take fifteen States out of the Union; and if I have spent any nineteen years to
(72)
the satisfaction of my Puritan conscience, it was those nineteen years [emphasis in original].

Even during the war itself, at a time when Northern Democrats such as Clement Vallandigham were suffering
arbitrary arrest and imprisonment for their "treasonous" sentiments,(73) the Republicans did not attempt to
conceal their dream of the Union's downfall. In a letter to the Boston Liberator, Phillips wrote, "The
disunion we sought was one which should be begun by the North on principle.... The North had a right of
revolution — the right to break the Union."(74) In April of 1862, Parker Pillsbury declared publicly, "I do not
wish to see this government prolonged another day in the present form. I have been for twenty years
attempting to overthrow the present dynasty. The Constitution never was so much an engine of cruelty and
crime as at the present hour. I am not rejoiced at the tidings of victory to the northern arms; I would far
rather see defeat."(75) The following resolution was adopted on 16 May 1862 by the Anti-Slavery Society of
Essex County, Massachusetts: "Resolved, That the war as hitherto prosecuted, is but a wanton waste of
property, a dreadful sacrifice of life, and worse than all, of conscience and of character, to preserve and
perpetuate a Union and Constitution which should never have existed, and which, by all the laws of justice
and humanity, should in their present form, be at once and forever overthrown."(76)
From the beginning, it had been the motto of those who organized the
Republican party that "secession from the Government is a religious and political
duty."(77) It was not long before dissolution of the Union and the subsequent war
against the South which they envisioned began to be couched in terms of a cosmic
struggle between light and darkness, and it was customary for Abolitionists to refer
to themselves as "Ambassadors of the Creator to establish His Higher Law."(78) In his
book, The Higher Law, William Hosmer wrote, "Men have no right to make a
constitution which sanctions slavery, and it is the imperative duty of all good men to

break it, when made.... The fact that a law is constitutional amounts to nothing, unless it is also pure; it
must harmonize with the law of God, or be set at naught by all upright men."(79) The previously quoted
Helper book boldly declared, "Not to be an abolitionist is to be a willful and diabolical instrument of the
(80)
devil."
At a Republican meeting in New York on 15 May 1857, Unitarian minister Andrew T. Forbes said,
"There never has been an hour when this blasphemous and infamous Union should have been made, and now
the hour has to be prayed for when it shall be dashed to pieces forever! I hate the Union!"(81) Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, the New England Unitarian minister who conspired with John Brown in 1857 and who
would later exchange his clerical robes for a commission as Colonel of a Black regiment, had voiced his
desire to see the country plunged into bloody conflict, stating that he wanted to "involve every State in the
war that is to be."(82)
Historian Witt Bowden correctly described the fanatical mindset of the Abolitionists with these words:
The origin of the spirit of coercion was not at Fort Sumter. Its origin was in the bitter zeal of righteous men. These men
commonly belonged to a well-known type. With them, everything is idealized as good or bad. Their happiness, their
sense of their own significance, is in identifying the good with their own ideas and convictions, and in destroying
whatever fails to conform thereto. To them, slavery was bad in some unique and Satannic sense.... They were denied
the spiritual exaltation of earlier men of their type in burning witches and heretics. But men of this type in every
generation must have some means of self-expression, and that generation found a furious pleasure in assailing distant
slave-holders. In their delusion of unselfish devotion to the good, men of the type persist in serving at all costs their
own sense of identity with the good, their own sense of superiority and significance. It never occurs to them that the
method of destroying what they assume to be bad may have more badness in it than the thing destroyed. Nor do they
readily realize that the attainment of desirable ends may be retarded rather than promoted by stigmatizing opponents
(83)
with evil motives and by antagonizing them with threats of coercion.

This "avenging force of puritanism in politics,"(84) used as a cover for rampant lawlessness, was appalling to
the people of the South, whose section of the country was dominated by the influences of orthodox
Christianity. However, it was very appealing to the ever-growing number of Unitarian Abolitionists in the
Northeast, who had only to be given the political opportunity to openly manifest the rebellion against a
(85)
biblical worldview and social system which had already captivated their own unregenerate hearts.
The
revolutionary doctrines espoused by the Republican party are the context outside of which the events of
1860 onward cannot be properly understood. War was not begun against the South, nor was it ever carried
on thereafter, with the mere emancipation of the Southern slaves in view; emancipation of the slaves was
only eventually used as a means to achieve the desired end of winning the war. The "party of Lincoln" was
clearly bent on a separation of the States from its very formation in 1854 and only abandoned this agenda in
favor of "preserving the Union" when its members perceived the wealth and power to be harvested from the
destruction and subjugation of a militarily inferior South.
We close this chapter with the following observations of Jefferson Davis, delivered to the people of
New York City on 19 October 1858:
You have among you politicians of a philosophic turn, who preach a high morality; a system of which they are the
discoverers.... They say, it is true the Constitution dictates this, the Bible inculcates that; but there is a higher law
than those, and they call upon you to obey that higher law of which they are the inspired givers. Men who are traitors
to the compact of their fathers — men who have perjured the oaths they have themselves taken... these are the moral
law-givers who proclaim a higher law than the Bible, the Constitution, and the laws of the land.... These higher law
preachers should be tarred and feathered, and whipped by those they have thus instigated.... The man who...
preaches treason to the Constitution and the dictates of all human society, is a fit object for a Lynch law that would
(86)
be higher than any he could urge.
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86. Jefferson Davis, in Dunbar Rowland (editor), Jefferson Davis, Constitutionalist: His Letters, Papers, and Speeches
(Jackson, Mississippi: Mississippi Department of Archives and History, 1923), Volume III, pages 337-338.
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RAMSEUR’S SHARPSHOOTERS
Yankee Captain James McKnight’s regular battery had already been overrun once that foggy morning at Cedar Creek,
losing a gun and several men. Now as part of Getty’s Division they waited on a low hill outside Middletown, Va. As
another Rebel attack materialized out of the mist, the gunners gaped at the Confederate skirmishers loping wolf-like up
the hill, howling their trademark yell.
“I could not believe they were actually going to close with us,” said one “until the men on the remaining gun of the left
section abandoned it and retreated toward the old graveyard wall. Their front line was not in order, but there was an
officer leading them and I distinctly heard him shout: Rally on the Battery! Rally on the Battery!”
The Yankee gunners managed to fire off a last shot of double canister, “but as the Rebel veterans understood this kind
of business they opened out so that the charge did not hit any of them.” In a moment the Southerners fell in amongst
the gunners, as one recalled, “amid smoke, fog, wreck, yells, clash and confusion…man to man, hand to hand, with
bayonets and musket butt on their side and revolvers, rammers and hand spikes on ours!”
The gunner’s confusion is understandable. Skirmishers were simply not supposed to close with a strongly defended
enemy position, much less assault it. They did not know that they faced Ramseur’s Division’s elite Corps of
Sharpshooters, the shock troops of the Confederacy.
They were, as one former member put it, “the spike head of the Toledo Steel” that led both the advance and retreat of
the army. The sharpshooters served not only as skirmishers in the usual sense, but instead as powerful combat units in
their own right. As a tactical innovation, the Confederate sharpshooters were years ahead of their time, presaging both
the “open order” of the late nineteenth century and the German Stosstruppen of World War I.
~Robert Mestas~

Defending the Heritage

Stonewall Jackson in
the Campaign of 1862
by the Late
Col. A. R. Boteler
-A selection from a few
of the many great and
revealing interactions
between Gen. T.J.
‘Stonewall’ Jackson and
his aide-de-camp, Col.
Alexander Robinson
Boteler
It will be remembered by those who are
familiar with the history of military
operations in the Valley of Virginia during
the late Civil War that the Battle of
Winchester, which was so successfully
fought by Stonewall Jackson, on Sunday, the
25th of May, 1862, not only forced the
Federal general, Banks, to seek safety for
himself and followers beyond the Potomac
and, in his precipitate flight, to abandon an
immense amount of valuable stores of every
description, but that it, likewise, caused
such uneasiness among the authorities at
Washington as to lead them to
countermand their orders to McDowell, who
at that time had an army of 40,000 men at
Fredericksburg, with which to reinforce
McClellan in front of Richmond, but, who,
instead of doing that, was required to
detach a portion of his command to the
defense of the Federal capital, and with
another part of it, consisting of 20,000 men,
to march across the Blue Ridge to Front
Royal for the purpose of intercepting the
victorious Confederates. So that Jackson, by
one and the same blow, effectually disposed

of the force under Banks, furnished his own command with a superabundance of much-needed supplies, practically neutralized
the fine army of McDowell and indefinitely postponed the plans of McClellan for the reduction of Richmond. But in securing these
advantages, while he had diminished the dangers that threatened the Confederate capital, he had at the same time increased the
perils of his own position, for the Federal government, as already intimated, being thoroughly frightened by his successes and
supposing that his purpose was to advance on Washington, promptly put in motion all the available means in its power to check
his progress and, if possible, to “crush or capture” his command. Two armies were, therefore, hastened forward from different
directions to intercept him, and two others, within striking distance, were preparing to co-operate with them, so that he was
menaced on every side by bodies of troops, the aggregate of whose effective force was more than three times greater than his
own, and was, besides, encumbered with 3,000 prisoners and the vast accumulation of captured stores, which were then in
Winchester. But, notwithstanding these embarrassing circumstances, he calmly pursued the even tenor of his way, and with
characteristic pertinacity continued to carry out his original plan of keeping the Federal government in a state of anxious
apprehension for the safety of its capital.
Consequently, after having allowed his little army two days' rest, he moved forward from Winchester on Wednesday, May 28th,
by way of Summit Point to Charlestown, in the adjoining county of Jefferson, near which place some of the scattered fragments of
Bank's army, reinforced with fresh troops from Harper's Ferry, had taken position, who, however, were speedily dislodged and
put to flight by the “Stonewall Brigade,” under Winder, which was in advance, and which next day pushed on to Halltown, a small
hamlet, three miles west of Harper's Ferry, the rest of the Confederate forces following leisurely in the same direction. So that on
May 30th the most of Jackson's troops were at Halltown, twenty-eight miles beyond Winchester, while the Second Virginia
Regiment had been sent across the Shenandoah to occupy Loudoun Heights, on the Virginia side of the Potomac, east of Harper's
Ferry.
With this preliminary explanation it will be seen what was the state of affairs with Jackson on Friday, the fifth day after the battle
of Winchester, and to one unacquainted with the genius of the man and with his purpose on this particular occasion, it would
appear that he had wasted much precious time in securing the fruits of his victory, and had, likewise, by his last movements,
placed himself no less needlessly than recklessly in a position from which it would be almost impossible for him to extricate
himself. But the objects he had in view were too important to be neglected, notwithstanding the risks he encountered in their
accomplishment, and being fully aware of the increasing dangers that surrounded him, he not only resolved, but felt himself to be
competent to cope with and overcome them, as I shall now proceed to relate.

JACKSON'S PLANS
Early in the afternoon of the Friday above mentioned, May 30th, the general and his staff - of which I was then a member - were
on a hill near Halltown, to the right of the turnpike, where one of our batteries was engaged in an artillery duel with some heavy
guns of the enemy that were posted on an eminence in the direction of Bolivar Heights. After noting for some time the effects of
the firing he dismounted from the old sorrel - his favorite war horse - and seating himself on the ground at the foot of a large
tree, immediately in rear of the battery, he presently assumed a more recumbent attitude and went to sleep.
As he laid there on his back with his arms folded over his breast, his feet crossed like those of a crusader's effigy and his head
turned aside sufficiently to show his face in profile, I could not resist the temptation to make a sketch of him and was busily
engaged with my pencil when, on looking up, I met his eyes fixed full upon me. Extending his hand for the drawing, he said with a
smile: “Let me see what you have been doing there,” and on my handing him the sketch he remarked: “My hardest tasks at West
Point were the drawing lessons, and I never could do anything in that line to satisfy myself,” “or, indeed,” he added, laughingly,
“anybody else.”
“But, colonel,” he continued, after a pause, “I have some harder work than this for you to do, and if you'll sit down here, now, I'll
tell you what it is.”

HIS KNOWLEDGE OF McDOWELL
On placing myself by his side, he said: “I want you to go to Richmond for me. I must have reinforcements. You can explain to them
down there what the situation is here. Get as many men as can be spared, and I'd like you, if you please, to go as soon as you
can.” After expressing to him my readiness to go at once and to do what I could to have his force increased.
I said: “But you must first tell me, general, what is the situation here.” Whereupon he informed me of McDowell's movement,
how he was transferring a large portion of his army from Fredericksburg to the Valley, by way of Manassas Gap, to cut him off;
how Fremont, with 15,000 men, was marching from the direction of Romney to effect a junction with McDowell; how Banks had

some 4,000 or 5,000 at Williamsport ready to recross the river, and how Saxton had 7,000 more at Harper's Ferry, who were being
reinforced by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and were prepared to co-operate with the rest of the Federal forces who were
closing in around him.
“McDowell and Fremont,” said he, “are probably aiming to effect a junction at Strasburg, so as to head us off from the upper
valley, and are both nearer to it now than we are; consequently, no time is to be lost. You can say to them in Richmond that I'll
send on the prisoners, secure most, if not all of the captured property, and with God's blessing will be able to baffle the enemy's
plans here with my present force, but that it will have to be increased as soon thereafter as possible. You may tell them, too, that
if my command can be gotten up to 40,000 men a movement may be made beyond the Potomac, which will soon raise the siege
of Richmond and transfer this campaign from the banks of the James to those of the Susquehanna.”

AFTER REINFORCEMENTS
He then told me to go Charlestown, where I would find a railroad train ready at the station, with the engine fired up; to detach all
the cars but one; to take that and proceed without delay to Winchester, where his quartermaster, Major Harmon, would furnish
me with transportation to Staunton, and that I could leave my horse in charge of the assistant quartermaster at Charlestown, to
be sent with the troops that evening. Thus instructed, I stood not on the order of my going, but went at once; and, although I
rode rapidly, I had hardly reached the railroad station at Charlestown before Jackson himself came galloping up with his assistant
adjutant, the gallant and accomplished “Sandy” Pendleton, who was subsequently killed in battle at Fisher's Hill; the general
having suddenly come to the conclusion after I had left him at Halltown to go by rail to Winchester in advance of his army, which,
meanwhile, having been ordered back, was making one of those wonderful marches through the mud and rain that had already
won for it the sobriquet of “Jackson's foot cavalry.
” As soon as we took our places in the car, putting his arm on the back of the seat before him as a rest for his head, he fell into a
sleep which lasted all the way to Winchester with but one interruption - that was near Summit Point, when, seeing a horseman
galloping across the fields towards us, whom I made out with my glass to be a Confederate cavalryman, I awakened him that he
might order the train to stop, as I supposed the approaching horseman to be a messenger with information. My supposition was
correct, for it was a courier with a dispatch, who, as he reined up the side of the car and handed the paper into its window,
informed us of the defeat of Colonel Connor, of the Twelfth Georgia, at Front Royal, showing that McDowell's advance was
already within twelve miles of Strasburg, while Jackson's was upwards of forty miles north of it, Strasburg being eighteen miles
south of Winchester on the line of Jackson's retreat, and the important point towards which both the Federals and Confederates
were now converging. The general, having glanced at the dispatch, tore it up, and dropping the fragments on the floor of the car,
said to the conductor: “Go on, sir, if you please,” and resumed his slumbers.

JACKSON'S TODDY
Having lingered to the last allowable moment with the members of my family “hereinbefore mentioned” - as the legal documents
would term them - it was after 10 o'clock at night when I returned to headquarters for final instructions, and before going to the
general's room I ordered two whiskey toddies to be brought up after me. When they appeared, I offered one of the glasses to
Jackson, but he drew back, saying:
“No, no, colonel, you must excuse me; I never drink intoxicating liquors.”
“I know that, general,” said I, “but though you habitually abstain, as I do myself, from everything of the sort, there are occasions,
and this one of them, when a stimulant will do us both good, otherwise I would neither take it myself nor offer it to you. So you
must make an exception to your general rule and join me in a toddy to-night.”
He again shook his head, but, nevertheless, took the tumbler and began to sip its contents. Presently putting it on the table after
having but partly emptied it, he said:
“Colonel, do you know why I habitually abstain from intoxicating drinks?” And, on my replying in the negative, he continued:
“Why, sir, because I like the taste of them, and when I discovered that to be the case I made up my mind at once to do without
them altogether.”

HELP ASKED FROM RICHMOND
After this characteristic reason for his temperate habits, he handed me the documents I was to take to Richmond, together with a
memorandum of other matters to be attended to there, whereupon, bidding him good-by, I left his room and was soon on the
road to Staunton, realizing the discomforts of a midnight ride in the rain, with nothing but the “darkness visible.” When I arrived
at Staunton, learning that a portion of the Central Railroad between Cordonsville and Richmond had, a day or two before, been
torn up by the enemy and that I would, therefore, be obliged to turn off at Charlottesville for Lynchburg, so as to take the
Southside Railroad, which would keep me a day or two longer on the route, I telegraphed to the Confederate Secretary of War as
follows:
“Jackson in a critical position. Send him all the help you can spare. Am on my way to explain situation, but the Central Railroad
being cut, cannot reach you until day after to-morrow.”

ASHBY'S LAST DAYS
“To the heroic Ashby was now entrusted the responsibility of protecting the Confederate rear,” and he was, as usual,
indefatigable in the discharge of his allotted duty. Indeed, his proverbial daring was never more conspicuously displayed than in
this campaign, which was destined to be the last of his brief and brilliant career, for poor fellow, he was killed in battle on the
following Friday, June 6, and Virginia never lost a purer citizen, a braver soldier or more devoted son. He was a very dear friend of
mine, I got him his first gun and last commission, the little English Blakely with which the gallant Chew did such signal service
under him, and the brigadiership he received ten days only before his death. Some idea may be formed of his arduous duties
from an incidental remark made to me in one of his last letters that in twenty-eight successive days he had had no less than thirty
fights. As the incidents of the retreat became each day more numerous and exciting they cannot, of course, be specified in the
limited space allowed for this article. Suffice it, therefore, to say that they culminated in those two crowning events by which
Jackson effectually disposed of his antagonists in both the valleys - the battles of Cross Keys and Port Republic, in the former of
which, fought June 8, Fremont was defeated, and in the battle fought on the following day, June 9, Shields shared the same fate.

EFFECTS OF THE CAMPAIGN
This closed Jackson's Valley campaign of '62, in which according to Major Dabney, his biographer and chief of staff, “within forty
days he had marched 400 miles, fought four pitched battles, defeating four separate armies, with numerous combats and
skirmishes, sent to the rear 3,500 prisoners, killed and wounded a still larger number of the enemy and defeated or neutralized
forces three times as numerous as his own upon his proper theater of war, besides the corps of McDowell, which was rendered
inactive at Fredericksburg by fear of his prowess ;” in addition to which he had at the same time thwarted the plans of McClellan
at Richmond and made those of Lee there practicable; all of which was done at a loss of not more than 1,500 men and with an
army of only as many thousand. So it was no wonder that I found him in fine spirits when, on my return from Richmond, just after
the battle of Port Republic, I rejoined him at his bivouac in Brown's Gap, on the Blue Ridge, from which, on the 12th of June, we
descended before dawn to the plains of Mount Meridian on the Middle Fork of the Shenandoah, having our headquarters near
Wier's Cave.

FRANK TALK BY JACKSON
On Friday, June 13, the day after we came down from Brown's Gap, in expressing to me his pleasure at the success of my mission
for more troops, he took occasion to remark that he would be glad if I would return to Richmond and make a formal application
to the government to increase his command to 40,000 men, in order that he might carry into effect the movement he had
mentioned to me at Halltown. “By that means,” said he, “Richmond can be relieved and the campaign transferred to
Pennsylvania.” In the course of the conversation I asked him what he would have done if Shields and Fremont had united their
forces at Strasburg so as to have prevented his retreat up the Valley? To which he promptly replied: “I should have fallen back
into Maryland for reinforcements.” Then recurring to the subject which seemed uppermost in his mind, he told me that in making
the proposed counter-movement northward he would advance toward the Potomac along the eastern side of the Blue Ridge,
making his march secret as much as possible, and by rapidly crossing the mountain at the most available gap, he could, by getting
in the rear of Ranks (who had returned to Winchester), readily dispose of him, and thereby open up the road to Western
Maryland and Pennsylvania by way of Williamsport, etc. Ordinarily, Jackson was exceedingly reticent in regard to his plans and
purposes, but on this occasion he spoke without reserve and was more communicative than I ever knew him to be. Our

conversation occurred after dinner, and in concluding it, he asked when it would suit me to go attain to Richmond and make the
application he desired. I told him in reply I would go at once; would ride that evening over to Staunton, which was some fifteen
miles from our encampment, and take the cars next morning for the Confederate capital. This seemed to be satisfactory to him,
so I proceeded forthwith to prepare for the journey. Arriving at Richmond the next evening after office hours, I lost no time in
seeing the Secretary of War at his residence. He referred me to President Davis, who, in turn, told me to submit the matter to
General Lee, whereupon, late as it was, I procured a horse and rode out to the commanding general's headquarters on the lines
below Richmond.
General Lee had not yet retired for the night, and after listening to what I had to say, with the kindly courtesy which so eminently
characterized his intercourse with every one, replied by asking me a question I was not prepared to answer.
“Colonel,” said he, “don't you think General Jackson had better come down here first and help me to drive these troublesome
people away from before Richmond?”
“I think,” said I, “that it would be very presumptuous in me, general, to answer that question, as it would be hazarding an opinion
upon an important military movement which I don't feel competent to give.”
“Nevertheless,” he replied, “I'd like to know your opinion.”
“Well, if I answer your question at all,” said I, “it must be in the negative.”
“Why so?” he asked.
“Because,” I replied, “if you bring our Valley boys down here at this season among the pestilential swamps of the Chickahominy
the change from their pure mountain air to this miasmatic atmosphere will kill them off faster than the Federals have been
doing.”
“That will depend upon the time they'd have to stay here,” said he. “Have you any other reason to offer?”
“Yes,” I answered, “and it's that Jackson has been doing so well with an independent command that it seems a pity not to let him
have his own way, and then, too,” I added, “bringing him here, general, will be - to use a homely phrase - putting all your eggs in
one basket.”
“I see,” said he, with a laugh, “that you appreciate General Jackson as highly as I myself do, and it is because of my appreciation
of him that I wish to have him here.”

AN AGREEABLE DELAY
We reached Winchester at dusk in a heavy rain storm, and, on arriving at the general's headquarters, which were in the Taylor
Hotel, he told me that, as he had concluded to forward certain important papers by me to Richmond, which would take two or
three hours to prepare, I would not be able to get off as soon as I expected. I was very glad to know this, as more time was
thereby given me to spend with my only son, a youth in his teens, who had received two severe wounds in the battle of the
previous Sunday and was then lying disabled at the house of a friend in Winchester, where, by the way, on hastening to see him, I
had the unexpected happiness to find my wife also, who had managed, with much difficulty, to reach there two days before. The
exigencies of the times had prevented our meeting for many months previously, and our brief interview by the bedside of our
wounded son was the only we had for more than a year thereafter.
Truly war, under any circumstances and in any shape, is a sad disturber of domestic life. In its best aspects it is a deplorable
calamity to any country. But, when it comes in that direct of forms - in the hideous guise of a fratricidal civil war - raging in the
region of one's own residence, with its debasing system of social espionage and ex parte criminations, alienating communities
and separating friends, filling the hearts of families with anxieties and dread, desolating their fair fields and destroying their
happy homes, even over the defenseless heads of women and children, the horrors of that calamity, to say nothing of its
sanguinary features, are enhanced a hundredfold, and no people of the South experienced them in greater degree or endured
them with more heroic and uncomplaining fortitude than those whose fate it was to live during the late war in the lower Valley of
Virginia, within a radius of forty miles around the battle-scarred town of Winchester. Especially may this be said of those
“ministering angels,” the mothers and daughters of that historic valley, where the most delicately nurtured and refined ladies of
of both sections throughout the whole of that sad and sanguinary episode of our country's history.

OPERATIONS IN THE VALLEY
On getting to Richmond by the roundabout way I had to go, it was a great gratification to find that the authorities there
immediately upon the receipt of my dispatch, had telegraphed to North Carolina for additional troops and that General Lawton
with several thousand men, was already en route to reinforce Jackson in the Valley, his advance passing by rail through Richmond
the day after my arrival there. In the meantime Jackson with his little army of 15,000 men, was making good his promise to send
forward the prisoners, captured property, etc., and at the same time not only to baffle the converging armies that were seeking
to surround him, but also to beat them in detail. The masterly movements by which these results were accomplished have been
so fully and faithfully described by others, and especially by Colonel Allan, in his admirable paper on “Jackson's Valley Campaign,”
published in the Philadelphia Weekly Times of November 30, 1878, that I shall not attempt to detail them here, contenting myself
with a mere outline of their more salient features to preserve the continuity of my narrative.
Leaving Winchester on Saturday morning, May 31, he made a forced march that day with the main body of his troops as far as
Strasburg, his line, including prisoners, a large park of artillery and 1,500 wagons, being nearly twelve miles long. At Strasburg he
went into camp to rest his men, who, since the previous afternoon, had come fifty miles, and also to wait for Winder, who had
been left behind with the Stonewall Brigade to cover the retreat and recall the Second Virginia Regiment, which had been sent to
Loudown Heights, and which, by the way, marched that Saturday evening from across Shenandoah to a point beyond Newtown,
making more than thirty-five miles without rations, over muddy roads, amidst a succession of showers that drenched its
members to the skin. Jackson's position was now directly between that of the two hostile armies which had been sent to “crush

or capture” him; Fremont, with a force numerically equal to his own, being but five miles to the west of him, and Shields within
twelve to the east, with a full division, supported by McDowell with two other divisions. But though 36,000 men were thus upon
his flanks within striking distance of him and two other armies, under Banks and Saxton, were following his rear, he halted for
twenty-four hours at Strasburg.
Standing there like a hunted stag at bay defying his pursuers, he presented so bold a front to them that Fremont paused in his
advance near Wardensville, and Shields came no further than Front Royal; though the former had telegraphed to Washington
that he would certainly occupy Strasburg by Saturday, 31st, and the latter had boasted that, with the division sent forward under
him by McDowell, to seize the same strategic point, he would be able to “clean out the Valley.” Both were puzzled by the celerity
of Jackson' movements, and, apparently, deterred by his audacity. While there had been nothing in the previous career of either
Shields or Fremont to justify the suspicion that they were deficient in gallantry and dash they certainly, on this occasion, seemed
to be like the cat in the adage, “letting I would wait on I dare not,” for they remained at a convenient distance from Strasburg all
the while that Jackson was resting his troops there and securing a safe passage for his prisoners and trains.

A MASTERLY RETREAT
On Sunday morning, June 1, in order to observe the movements of Fremont, a small force was sent out toward Wardensville,
which was attacked by the Federal advance. But General Ewell going to the support of the Confederates with his division, drove
the enemy back into the mountain gorge from which he had emerged, and Jackson that evening, with his forces refreshed and his
rear guard closed up, slowly resumed his retreat, which seemed more like a triumphal march in the bearing of his men, as well as
in the superabundant amount of his “spoila optima belli.” During that night the Federal cavalry attacked the Confederate rear
guard, throwing it into some confusion, but were soon repulsed with the loss of several prisoners, from whom it was ascertained
that Shields, instead of attempting to unite with Fremont, had wasted two days at Front Royal, marching and countermarching on
different roads, and finally was marching southward toward Luray in the Page Valley, which is parallel with the main Valley of
Virginia, up which Jackson was retiring. Penetrating his purpose to cross the Massanutton Mountain, which separates the two
valleys, so as to intercept him at New Market, Jackson had the White House and Columbia bridges over the Shenandoah, in the
Page Valley, destroyed, which, as the river was swollen by recent rains, effectually prevented Shields, who had no pontoon train,
from coming over to the western side of it, and, consequently, from crossing the mountains to co-operate with Fremont.

JACKSON'S PLAN NOT FOLLOWED
Then, changing the conversation, he asked me a number of questions about the condition of the army in the Valley, the recent
battles there, crop prospects, etc. So seeing there was no chance of getting his assent to Jackson's proposition and that there
were other plans in contemplation, I forebore to press the matter further. When I arose to take leave he inquired how long I
expected to be in Richmond; and, on telling him two or three days, he said: “Come and see me again before you go back; I may
have a communication to send by you to General Jackson.” Having business at the departments, which detained me in town a day
longer than I had anticipated, I was not ready to return to Jackson until Thursday morning, June 19, and on the evening before my
departure I had another interview with General Lee, in accordance with his request, during which, referring to our former
conversation he said: “The movement proposed by General Jackson will have to be postponed for reasons which I have already
communicated to him, and of which you will soon be apprised.” He then handed me a letter to give to the general, and in doing
so suggested that as I was going up in the morning I had better stop at Charlottesville and wait for orders there. Of course, I asked
no questions, though naturally curious to know what would probably be the character of my orders and why I was to wait for
them at Charlottesville. But when I got there at noon the next day, I found the town in a fever of excitement, with a cordon of
pickets posted around, preventing all egress from the place, and was told that, at least, a dozen trains of empty cars had passed
through some hours before to the Valley. I had, therefore, no difficulty in divining what was in the wind, and that “great events
were on the gale.”
The source: Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. VII. Richmond, Virginia, January, 1879. No. 1.

About Alexander Robinson Boteler
Boteler was born 16 May 1815 in Shepherdstown, Jefferson County, Virginia (now West Virginia). His mother died when he was
just four and he was sent to Baltimore, Maryland to be raised by his maternal grandmother, a daughter of Charles Wilson Peale,
the preeminent painter of his generation. Boteler received the finest education and after graduating from Princeton in 1835 and
completing a master's degree, he returned to live on his father's estate, Fountain Rock, in Shepherdstown. He concentrated on
writing and experimental farming. In 1850 he agreed, reluctantly, to run as a Whig for state senate but was defeated
overwhelmingly by the Democratic candidate. He served as a Whig presidential elector in 1852 and ran twice unsuccessfully for
the US House of Representatives. He was elected in 1858 as a member of the Opposition party to represent Virginia's 8th district
in the US House. With the House deadlocked in a three-way contest for House Speaker, Boteler, very surprisingly for a freshman
congressman, was nominated for the position as a compromise candidate. As the secession crisis worsened he called for the
creation of a special committee comprised of one representative from each state. The committee was to be tasked to work to
avert disunion. He supported the Crittenden Compromise but ultimately, like many other Virginians, he let the actions of his state
dictate his coarse. When Virginia seceded from the Union, Boteler's service in the US Congress ended. He was taken prisoner by
Union troops at his own home on 13 August 1861 but was released the same day. He won election to the Virginia state
legislature, but on 19 November 1861 accepted an appointment to the Confederate Provisional Congress instead. He was elected
to the First Confederate Congress in 1862 and served from February 1862 until February 1864.
When the Confederate congress was not in session, Boteler, with the rank of colonel, served in the army as an aide on the staff of
Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson. Boteler often took Jackson's
appeals to Congress and when Jackson threatened to resign
because of War Department interference in his command, Boteler
persuaded Jackson to withdrawal the resignation. Boteler was
with Jackson at Fredericksburg. After Jackson died Boteler
became an aide on the staff of J.E.B. Stuart. Boteler served with
Stuart until 12 May 1864. After Boteler failed in his bid to be
elected to the Second Confederate Congress he served as an
advisor to Virginia governors William Smith and John Lector. In
November 1864 Boteler was assigned to the Military Court
Department. He was surrendered at Appomattox with the Army
of Northern Virginia.
After the war Boteler returned to what was left of his farm.
Fountain Head had been a casualty of the war. A Union raiding
party had put the house to the torch on 19 July 1864. A popular
story was told of how Boteler's daughter Helen stood and sang
"Dixie" while the Yankees torched her home. Boteler split his time
between agricultural pursuits and public affairs. He did not harbor
the ill feelings towards the controlling political party that many
southerners did. He was appointed to the US Centennial
Commission in 1776 by President Ulysses S. Grant and to the
Tariff Commission by President Chester A. Arthur. Boteler served
as an assistant attorney in the Department of Justice then as
pardon clerk. Later in life he took up painting and although not
quite as preeminent as his great-grandfather, he did complete oil
paintings of the principle Confederate military heroes. He also
wrote historical articles including a detailed account of Jackson's
Valley campaign. He died in Shepherdstown on 8 May 1892.

http://www.civilwarinteractive.com/Biographies/BiosAlexanderRobinsonBoteler.htm

Confederate Generals of Gettysburg:
The Leaders of America's Greatest Battle
Brigadier General William Mahone
CONFEDERATE THIRD CORPS,
ANDERSON'S DIVISION,
MAHONE'S BRIGADE 1,538 men

a series…

"He was every inch a soldier, though there were not many inches of him," was how one soldier described
William Mahone. There was some disagreement about just how tiny "Little Billy" was, but nobody guessed
his height at more than five feet six inches, and some said he barely cleared five feet. Estimates of his weight
were 125 pounds at most; some swore he weighed less than 100. He was so thin that after the Battle of Second
Manassas, when his wife was told that he had received a flesh wound, she said, "Now I know it is serious, for
William has no flesh whatever." One young Confederate officer wrote that Mahone was "the sauciest little
manikin imaginable" and "the oddest and daintiest little specimen" he ever saw.
In his wardrobe Mahone put comfort above convention. A comrade remembered, "On a certain hot summer's
day that I recall he was seen . . . wonderfully accoutered! A plaited brown linen jacket, buttoned to trousers of
the same material, like a boy's; topped off by a large Panama hat of the finest and most beautiful texture, met
our eyes, and I must say he looked decidedly comfortable." On some occasions, Mahone wore a linen duster,
which was so long it almost covered the tip of his sword. When he wore it, pacing nervously in front of his tent
in front of his tent as he often did, he presented a comic figure: "He looked like the image of a bantam rooster
or gamecock," said one veteran. He wore his hair long, his eyes were blue beneath bushy brows. He had a
dainty straight nose, and the lower half of his face was covered by a drooping brown mustache and long beard
that touched his chest. His voice was high and piping, like a falsetto tenor.
Mahone suffered from dyspepsia, and he could not eat anything but tea, crackers, eggs, and fresh milk. He
was so dependent on milk that he brought along an Alderney cow, which he tethered to his headquarters
wagon. On the cow's back he hung all of his cooking utensils. Whether it was from his poor digestion or the
other way around, he was extremely irritable, some said tyrannical. Mahone was not a popular general. He
was always a bundle of nervous energy, and subordinates gave him a wide berth out of respect for his quick
temper and famous cussing fits. His men retaliated when they got the chance. Never one to deny himself any
comfort, Mahone kept a flock of turkeys fattening in a pen outside his tent. On Christmas morning of 1862,
when he stepped outside to select the fattest for his Christmas dinner, all the turkeys had disappeared. "Who
stole Mahone's turkeys?" was a question his brigade laughed over for the rest of the war. Later in the winter,
Mahone's harshness created a "painful and mortifying scene" that he meant as a lesson in discipline. He
formed his brigade to witness the punishment of two men convicted of stealing property they had been sent to
guard. The prisoners were stripped to the waist and their hands tied to crossbars above their heads. Two
soldiers had the duty of giving them each thirty-nine lashes, with a lieutenant counting. For Mahone,
watching from horseback, the whip-wielders were not putting enough into it. He ordered the lieutenant and
the soldiers with the whips arrested, and picked another officer to carry out the punishment to his
satisfaction.
Mahone had grown up in Virginia, the son of a tavern owner. He was a gambler, a drinker and a mischiefmaker, the sort the other boys' mothers told their sons to avoid. He had grit, however, and made friends
easily. Early on, he was marked as someone with that "something special" that others were attracted to.
Aided financially by friends, he was enrolled at the Virginia Military Institute, though he admitted later that

he didn't have the academic preparation for it. When he graduated from the Institute, he taught school while
he continued his education in engineering. Soon he entered the booming railroad industry. Full of restless,
driving energy, his rise was swift--at the age of thirty-three he was named the president, chief engineer, and
superintendent of the new Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad, which he succeeded in laying across the
bottomless Dismal Swamp. Settling in Norfolk, by 1861 he was dreaming of railway consolidations by which
he could link the Virginia coast with the Mississippi and ultimately with the Pacific.
When Virginia seceded, Mahone, who had been a leader of secessionist feeling in his hometown, interrupted
his dreams and accepted the colonelcy of the 6th Virginia regiment. When Union forces evacuated Norfolk,
Mahone and his men reoccupied the city. He was promoted to brigadier general in November 1861. The next
year, when McClellan invaded the Peninsula just across the James River from Norfolk, Mahone's brigade
abandoned the town and marched to join the Confederate forces defending Richmond. Mahone, because of
his reputation as a swift builder, was first called to aid in the defense of Drewry's Bluff against the Federal
flotilla. That done, he joined the army in time for the battle of Seven Pines. There, in combat for the first time,
Mahone retreated his men without orders when the Rebel line began to crumble. This led to a shouting match
between Mahone and his superior, Maj. Gen. D.H. Hill--both excitable officers. Mahone considered proposing
a duel, but was talked out of it. In any case, Mahone redeemed himself with a brave but futile effort at
Malvern Hill a month later, where he was unlucky enough to be available to be thrown against the
impregnable Federal defenses. His brigade lost 329 men in the assault, 26% of its total number.
He led his brigade next at Second Bull Run in August, where he took part in Longstreet's crushing corpsstrong assault. At the moment of truth, however, when his brigade was poised to make the final attack on the
crumbling Federal line, Mahone hesitated to deliver the blow. It was then that he was wounded by a bullet in
the chest; he was taken from the field and remained absent from the army throughout September and
October.
Little Billy returned in time for the Battle of Fredericksburg in December, and although his brigade wasn't
heavily engaged, he was commended for suggesting some advanced artillery positions that proved valuable in
repulsing the waves of Federal attackers.
During the winter of 1862-3, Mahone, who was a politically savvy operator throughout his life, made a
campaign for promotion to major general. He was able to muster the support of thirty-five Virginia state
legislators and the Governor of Virginia, as well as respected army officers such as Maj. Gen. "Dick"
Anderson, who wrote that Mahone was "a thorough disciplinarian and unites to military education great skill
and untiring activity in the field." Lee concurred with the idea of Mahone's promotion, but pointed out that
there was no command available for a new major general. He would have to wait.
Mahone fought with his brigade in the Battle of Chancellorsville, but without distinction. As he led his
brigade's march into Pennsylvania a month later, he was a competent and experienced brigade leader, but
had fought the entire previous year without having distinguished himself in any of the army's battles. He was
perhaps too ill-tempered to inspire great deeds from his men.

At Gettysburg
Sharing the march of the division from Fayetteville on July 1, Mahone turned south off the Chambersburg
Pike onto Herr Ridge with the rest of Anderson's brigades around 4 or 5 o'clock in the afternoon. There they
camped for the night.

On the morning of July 2, Mahone marched forward along the Pike and filed south along
Seminary Ridge before noon, where his Virginians were posted on the far left of the Anderson's
division, facing east from McMillan's Woods. That day, the army's assault started with
Longstreet's two divisions--posted on the far right--attacking toward the Round Tops in the late

afternoon, and was taken up by Anderson's division about 6:00 P.M. When the attack had
rolled up as far as Mahone's brigade, however, communication broke down. When his turn
came to strike, Mahone refused to participate in the division's attack on Cemetery Ridge.
Mahone's failure is one of the most impenetrable mysteries in a day full of Confederate
mistakes. Mahone's report of the battle is Sphinx-like; in little more that 100 words, he reveals
nothing about his orders or his actions. But after Posey had moved tentatively toward the Union
lines on Mahone's right, he sent to Mahone for support, and wrote in his report that Mahone
refused because he had been "ordered to the right," (although such an order is mentioned
nowhere else). Anderson dispatched an aide to Mahone with orders to advance, but Mahone
again declined to do so. To justify this incredible combination of inertia at a time of extreme
urgency and insubordination in the face of a direct order, Mahone responded that he had been
ordered to stay put by Anderson himself. Mahone's men never moved, and the grand assault of
the Army of Northern Virginia died on his front.
Just as remarkable is the fact that the next day, July 3, when Lee was scouring the army for
every available man healthy enough to carry a musket toward the Union lines, Mahone's
brigade--one of the freshest brigades in the army as a result of Mahone's reluctance to
participate the day before--was completely overlooked. Instead, it was assigned to protect
artillery positions during the climactic Pickett's Charge. Neither Lee nor Hill nor Anderson nor
Mahone makes note of this oversight in his report; perhaps all were too embarrassed.
Probably because he was one of only five brigadiers in Lee's army who had held that rank for a
full year, Mahone's career did not suffer from his refusal to commit his brigade in the army's
most crucial battle. The next year, after some of his men accidentally wounded General
Longstreet in the Battle of the Wilderness, Mahone was raised to command of the division when
Anderson rose to fill Longstreet's post. He was made major general on July 30, 1864, and set the
Peter Principle on its head, serving much more ably as a division commander than he had as a
brigadier. By the end of the war Mahone was Lee's most conspicuous division leader.
For further reading:
Blake, Nelson M. William Mahone of Virginia: Soldier and Political Insurgent. Richmond, 1935
DePeyster, John W. "A Military Memoir of William Mahone, Major-General in the Confederate Army."
History Magazine 7, 1870
Dufour, Charles L. Nine Men In Gray. Lincoln, 1993
Gottfried, Bradley M. "Mahone's Brigade: Insubordination or Miscommunication?," Gettysburg Magazine 18,
Jan 1998
Hassler, William W. "Scrappy Little 'Billy' Mahone--A Profile." Civil War Times Illustrated 2, Apr 1963
Mahone, William. "On the Road to Appomattox." Civil War Times Illustrated 9, Jan 1991
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Major General William Dorsey Pender

Confederate Constitution Displayed
in the Special Collections Library
UGA's Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library has the only remaining copy of this document.
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Howell Cobb Library of Congress

There it was, a long sheet of off-white something-or-other, which turned out to be vellum, which, in the mid19th century, was made from the skin or a calf or a goat. A clear plastic case sheltered it so that no one
could touch or even breathe on it. Who knew the Constitution of the Confederacy was so long--12 and a half
feet long, written in an elegant hand--by T.R.R. Cobb--with a riot of signatures under that of Howell Cobb,
who presided over its adoption.
The Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library brings out the Constitution once a year. When it's not under
its case, being viewed by hordes of people in the Special Collections Library, it's kept in a high security
vault, accessible by only five people.
Here's how the document came to UGA:
This manuscript was part of a wagon load of boxes rescued from the railroad station in Chester, S.C. in
April of 1865 by Felix G. DeFontaine, a newspaper correspondent during the war. The boxes, which had
been abandoned by fleeing troops, contained the records of the Confederate government, which were being
sent south after the evacuation of Richmond. The prizes among the records which DeFontaine recovered
were the two Constitutions of the Confederacy, Provisional and Permanent.
DeFontaine sold the manuscript copy of the Provisional Constitution at auction in New York in 1883. It is
now in the Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond. He sold the manuscript copy of the Permanent
Constitution to Mrs. George Wymberley Jones DeRenne on July 4, 1883. The University of Georgia
purchased the Constitution from the DeRenne family in 1939.

If you missed seeing it, don't worry--there's always next year.
Related Topics: Confederate constitution, Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library, and UGA

The Southern Legal Resource Center is a non-profit tax deductible public law and advocacy group dedicated
to expanding the inalienable, legal, constitutional and civil rights of all Americans, but especially America’s
most persecuted minority: Confederate Southern Americans.

SLRC NEEDS OUR HELP !!!

Company Overview
Non-profit tax deductible public law corporation founded in 1995,
dedicated to preservation of the dwindling rights of all Americans through
judicial, legal and social advocacy on behalf of the Confederate
community and Confederate Southern Americans.

Mission
A return to social and constitutional sanity for all Americans and especially for America’s most persecuted minority:
Confederate Southern Americans.

Website
http://www.slrc-csa.org
http://slrc-csa.We-Care.com/Start
http://slrc-csa.we-care.com

https://slrc-csa.org/donate-to-slrc

Southern Legal Resource
Center
P.O. Box 1235
Black Mountain, NC 28711

SUBSCRIBE TO SLRC NEWSLETTER HERE (Free)
It is your liberty & Southern Heritage (and your children & grandchildren's liberty & heritage)
we are fighting for.

$35 for Liberty & SLRC membership is a bargain.
Mail to: P.O.Box 1235 Black Mountain, NC 28711. Or go HERE to give online.
Follow events on YouTube: “All Things Confederate"
https://slrc-csa.org/donate-to-slrc
Thank you, Kirk D. Lyons, Chief Trial Counsel

Join SLRC Today !

About our namesake:

belo.herald@yahoo.com

Colonel A.H. Belo was from North Carolina, and participated in Pickett's Charge at Gettysburg. His troops were among the
few to reach the stone wall. After the war, he moved to Texas, where he founded both the Galveston Herald and the Dallas
Morning News. The Dallas Morning News was established in 1885 by the Galveston News as sort of a North Texas subsidiary. The
two papers were linked by 315 miles of telegraph wire and shared a network of correspondents. They were the first two
newspapers in the country to print simultaneous editions. The media empire he started now includes radio, publishing, and
television. His impact on the early development of Dallas can hardly be overstated.
The Belo Herald is our unapologetic tribute to his efforts as we seek to bring the truth to our fellow Southrons and
others in an age of political correctness and unrepentant yankee lies about our people, our culture, our heritage and our history.

Sic Semper Tyrannis!!!

Do you have an ancestor that was a Confederate Veteran?
Are you interested in honoring them and their cause?
Do you think that history should reflect the truth?
Are you interested in protecting your heritage and its symbols?
Will you commit to the vindication of the cause for which they fought?
If you answered "Yes" to these questions, then you should "Join Us"

Membership in the Sons of Confederate Veterans is open to all male descendants of any veteran
who served honorably in the Confederate armed forces regardless of the applicant's or his
ancestor's race, religion, or political views.

How Do I Join The Sons of
Confederate Veterans?
The SCV is the direct heir of the United Confederate Veterans, and the
oldest hereditary organization for male descendants of Confederate
soldiers. Organized at Richmond, Virginia in 1896, the SCV continues to
serve as a historical, patriotic, and non-political organization dedicated to
ensuring that a true history of the 1861-1865 period is preserved.
Membership in the Sons of Confederate Veterans is open to all
male descendants of any veteran who served honorably in the
Confederate States armed forces and government.
Membership can be obtained through either lineal or collateral
family lines and kinship to a veteran must be documented
genealogically. The minimum age for full membership is 12, but
there is no minimum for Cadet Membership.
http://www.scv.org/genealogy.php

Charge to the Sons of Confederate Veterans
"To you, Sons of Confederate Veterans, we will commit the vindication of the cause for which we
fought. To your strength will be given the defense of the Confederate soldier's good name, the
guardianship of his history, the emulation of his virtues, the perpetuation of those principles
which he loved and which you love also, and those ideals which made him glorious and which
you also cherish." Remember it is your duty to see that the true history of the South is presented
to future generations".
Lt. General Stephen Dill Lee,
Commander General

NOTE: In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. section 107, any copyrighted material herein is distributed without profit
or payment to those who have expressed prior interest in receiving this information for non-profit research and
educational purposes only. For further information please refer to:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml

